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County Firefighters Showered
With Debris At Dexter Blaze
Seventeen volunteer members of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad stood
a nine-hour vigil against fire Friday night,
fighting seven blazes and, in some cases,
receiving no help from the citizens of
Calloway County, according to squad
reports.
Murray Police notified the Rescue
Squad around 6:30 p. m. that the Rattling
Bridge East of Murray on the Old Concord
Road was burning. Four members and one
truck responded but found no fire upon
arriving at the bridge.
The squad made three calls to the
community of Dexter during the evening
to find tires burning in the streets. On the
third visit the five firemen answering the
alarm reported they were showered with
bottles, beer cans, eggs, and rocks as they
attempted to extinguish the burning
debris. An unknown object thrown at the
firemen broke the right window from the
firetruck forcing Sheriff's Deputies to
intervene. A 15-pound fire extinguisher
valued at $100 was Stolen from the truck
and a 50-foot section of 1 12-inch hose
valued at $50 was cut.
Due to the violent response of the
citizens of Dexter to the firefighters,
Rescue Squad officials refused to return to
Dexter without protection from State
Police units. Although the Squad didn't
return to Dexter,Ish was reported that
several State Police units entered the area
and the burning was brought under con-
trol.
Around midnight, Squad volunteers
answered a grass fire alarm West of
Coldwater where an abandoned house was
it4
found encircled with flames. The lalsist
was quickly extinguished, doing no
damage to the old frame house.
Around 1:10 a. m. Saturday, the
volunteers were called to the home of W. C.
Lancaster just west of Lynn Grove. The
Lancasters reported awaking to find the
dwelling filling with smoke and all
evidence pointed to a short in the central
heating uoit. No fire was found and Rescue
Squad members used fans to clear the
smoke from the house.
At two a. m. a call sent 11 members
burning bridge on Tobacco Road off
South. Burning tires on the bridge
reported as the cause of the damage to
bridge which was already closed by
Road Department when firefight
arrived.
BAND AWARDS — Presentations were made to MHS principal Eli Alexander from the Murray High band Friday night for
several awards that the marching unit has won in recent weeks.
James Stone Honored
On Retirement At MSU
James T. Stone, the building trades
superintendent at Murray State Univer-
sity, has retired after more than 22 years
as an employee of the physical plant
operation on the campus.
He was honored by his colleagues in the
physical plant and others on the campus on
Friday, his final day on the job. Stone
accepted congratulations and several
presentations during the day in
recognition of his service to the university.
Among the awards made to him were a
$50 gift certificate, a watch, a plaque, and
a certificate of appreciation.
Stone, who lives in the Coldwater area,
was the supervisor of 27 men involved in
nine different trades—carpentry, cabinet
making, roofing, painting, plastering,
concrete, flooring, masonry, and window
treatment and glazing. He began his long
tenure as a carpenter and had also served
as a foreman.
Before joining the physical plant staff at
Murray State, he did factory work and was
employed for a time with the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Stone was, quick_ to give credit to the
people who have worked under his
supervision for any success he has had.
"Really, they deserve most of the
credit," he said, "because the kind of work
we do takes a team effort. The cooperation
I have had has made my employment at
Murray State the best part of my working
life."
Asked about retirement plans, Stone
indicated that he and his wife, Sylvia, "will
travel a good bit- and that he will
-probably have to take up fishing."
Orrin Bickel, director of the physical
plant, said Stone has been an outstanding
supervisor with a tremendous dedication
to his employees, the physical plant, and
the university.
"He has been the type of individual we
could assign to a job and know that it
would be accomplished in an expedient
and efficient manner," Bickel said.' At the
same time, he was able to earn the
greatest respect of his employees and co-
workers."
Stone and his wife have a son and two
daughters, seven grandchildren, and one












Deaths & Funerals 10
Staff Photo br Itaze Drew
Band To Conduct
Citrus Sale Here
The Murray High School band III
conduct its annual Texas Citrus Sale
Tuesday from five to nine p. m.
Band members will canvass the city in
an effort to reach each home; proceeds
from the sale will go into the hand's travel
fund for the coming spring concert tour.
Orders will be taken Tuesday with
deliver due in early December. Band
members will be identified by official MHS
name plates.
Persons who would like to order fruit
and who are not contacted by band
members may call 753-6100 to place or-
ders. Prices for oranges are $4.25 and
and prices for grapefruit are $4.75 and $8
Aurora Man
Hospitalized
An Aurora man is listed in stable con-
dition today in the intensive care unit at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after suffering a gunshot wound in Hardin
Friday night.
Jim Russell, of Aurora, was taken to the
hospital after allegedly being shot at the
Hardin Four-Way Freeze around 11 p.m.
Friday. Marshall County authorities said
Jerry Darnell, 35, of Hardin, was taken
before Marshall Judge Mike Miller, but
that no formal charges have been made at
this time. Darnell was released from
custody, pending warrants, according to
the Sheriff.
VISITING DIGNITARY—At least one trick-or-treater made it to the home stands at the Murray 
High-Obion County
football game last night, and several more paraded by on the walk below. Now, we kinda think we know who this one
was, seated behind Joe Dick and Judge Miller, but Kenny, you know we wouldn't tell anyone. We just wonder if you had
looked like that when you were running for school board if maybe you might be sitting home on Thursday nights nowf
Staff Photo by David
piergy cr_isis. Not Over, Says
Top-Ranking Kentucky Official
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The energy
crisis, according to a top-ranking state of-
ficial, is not over, and anyone who says it is
doesn't know what he's talking about.
That assessment was made Friday by
John M. Stapleton, deputy commissioner
of the state Department of Energy, during
a day-long meeting of the Kentucky
Resources Commission.
„ "It would indeed be folly for us to ignore
the evidences that we are facing major
Ilinergy problems," Stapleton said. "Those
who promise quick and easy solutions
don't know the facts. "
He gave seven reasons to back up his
contention that a crisis still exists.
Air pollution standards have forced
many power plants to switch to low
sulphur fuels, principally distillate(' oil
and natural gas, "thus increasing the
demands for these energy sources," he
said.
Natural gas prices, he said, which are
set at the wellhead, "have not offered
enough exploration incentives" in the past
20 years.
"The question now may not be how much
we pay but whether there will be any gas to
pay for," he added.
Other reasons he gave for the crisis in-
cluded delays on offshore oil and gas
development, growing fuel shortages in
other nations and the rapid rate of growth
in total energy use.
Coal provided 80.4 per cent of the
nation's total energy supplies in 1920, but
by 1972 provided only 17.2 per cent, Staple-
ton said. Since 1965, the amount of im-
ported petroleum has grown from 20.7 per
cent to 40 per cent.
"Unless alternatives are developed,
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild tonight. Cloudy
with a chance of showers by late Sunday.
Highs Sunday in the low to mid 70s. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 50s. Winds
southerly ten m.p.h. tonight and 10-15
m.p.h. Sunday.
The chance of rain is 30 per cent Sunday.
Slati P! 111 .4 by David Hal
projections indicate that by 1985, imports
may make up 57 per cent of our oil sup-
ply—much of this from the middle east
countries and Canada," he said. "Develop-
ments in these countries give us great
cause for concern about future supplies."
He said the nation will be unable to
produce known oil reserves in Alaska for
several years and that "our only al-
ternative in the short term is to turn to
foreign sources, unless we begin to make
better use of our huge known coal reser-
ves.
"In fact, the use of coal and strong con-
servation measures are our only short
term solutions, assuming a strong, healthy
economy," he added.
The "urgency for action" once marked
by the Arab oil embargo has been masked
since long lines at gasoline stations disap-
peared and mild winters peevented severe
natural gas shortages, Stapleton
State Energy Commissioner Damon W.
Harrison said the "most preflight/




TAYLORSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
children were getting their treats and not
many tricks were being pulled in this river
town of 950 until "some of the boys" began
throwing eggs in the town squace, police
dispatcher James Stone said.
"It was the biggest crowd I ever saw in
Taylorsville," City Judge Leon Waldridge
said of the gathering that followed arrests
Toy Drive To
Be Conducted
The toy drive by the Council for Ex-
ceptional Children at Murray State
University will conduct the campaign
starting Sunday, November 2, and con-
tinuing through Sunday, November 16.
Jeannie Graver, chairman of the driver,
said anyone having toys can take them to
participating local churches or call 762-
2446 or 762-6803 for them to be collected.
The chairman said good used repairable'
toys are needed and will be distributed to
children's centers in Western Kentucky.
Miss Graver asked that persons not send
extra items or multi piece puzzles.
Persons may also take the toys to the
Special Education building on the Murray
State University campus.
CONSTRUCTION UNDER WAY — Several construction prol,'rts are well under way in Calloway County at this time, including,
from left, the Sager Glove Co. Old 641 hi, where the OPPl ind`cvar-sete is about complete; she Calloway County Public Library, .
where the building and parking lot is being enlarged conside- Ably; and the Calloway County Health Center, where more office
space and facilities are being added to the structure. Several other 13rojects are also underway. nearing completion, or have just
recently been completed. 
 '
of egg throwers here on Halloween.
"There was 300 or 400. . .we had a right
good mess for a while. There were so many
cars in the streets it looked like
Louisville."
"They were adults acting like children,"
Spencer County Judge Jesse Kelien said of
the initial egg-throwers. The judge called
the disorder that followed the arrests "just
Halloween."
Waldridge said three persons were
charged with disorderly conduct and
released on their own bond.
"They cracked a few heads," Stone said.
"Then they took them up to doe's (Dr
M.H. Skaggs' Clinic ) to have their heads
stitched.
"Some thought the boys got a raw deal I
guess," Stone said. 'They came down here
and broke the windows out of the police
station with rocks and threw eggs at the
station and chief David Grubb's house."
A fire alarm was turned in during the
disorder, "but I think they were just trying
to draw the police out of town," Kellen
said.
- "We have a report of a riotous
situation," a dispatcher for Kentucky
State Police said when the trouble broke
out.
(See Halloween, Page 101
t 1
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, NOVEMBER -3, 1,75
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find




Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A chance for new gains, or at
least solidifying those already
made, and preparing for sub-
stantially more. Note what to
change in previous methods,
what NOT to alter.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) Nil
Even if your schedule is
crowded, don't refuse to do a




May 22 to June 21) ibligfr
Move in a decisive, knowing
manner. Don't allow any feeling
of futility to supersede your
usual ambition. Capitalize on all
bona fide offerings.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 )
Conquer a tendency toward
lethargy now and determine to
get in there with some excellent
pitching and make a definite,
deliberate effort to win.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244z
A new goal in mind? Stop to
ascertain first what is really
required, then figure out the
best avenues to its
achievement.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Note the difference between
gold and tinsel. Do not be fooled
by flatterers. This day is open
season for flightiness, going to
extremes.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) &El
CB Radios•StereoseBlack
ight•Posiers•Recads
Pace CB Radios as
low as -)7993
8-Track Stereo Player








You may find yourself hoping
for opportunity while actually
standing still. This must not be.
Take the reins and DRIVE
toward your goals.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt, eltF.
Extra responsibilities in-
dicated. Tackle regular duties
first, then take on what you can
— within reason. Don't over-
crowd your schedule.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A big day for big doings. Use
your best assets and you can do
considerable to help form new
plans, improve and organize




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Stellar influences favor those
who are soundly progressive. A
good period for REAL ad-
vancement. Forget past
disappointments. Your mind
should be on present aspirations
and future goals.
AQUARIUS
t Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
34;0
Generous Uranus influences
stimulate your adaptability -and
inventiveness, heighten your
imagination. Much can be done
on a day such as this!
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Xtr
There is a tendency to
vacillate now. Avoid it. If you
seem bogged down in efforts,
take time to reorganize. New
methods could help.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect, a
lively imagination and a
dynamic personality. Your
ability to drive through, over
and beyond obstacles is
responsible for fifty per cent of
your success. You are a careful
and meticulous researcher, and
science is your great forte. You
may choose chemistry or
medicine as a career, and would
make a fine diagnostician. You
can also write brilliantly and,
when your mystical side is to
the fore, may express yourself
beautifully in poetry or music.
Paradoxically, with all these
artistic gifts, you have a sharp
business sense. Btrthdate of:






















By Abigail Van Buren
84 Year Old Thinks
It's Never Too Late
DEAR ABBY: I am 84 and my wife is 77. We've been
married for six years. It's the second marriage for both of
us. First, let me tell you that we're both in excellent health.
My problem is my wife. She makes me feel like a dirty old
man every time I approach her for sex. She keeps saying,
"We're too old for that stuff. You're a sex maniac and ought
to be ashamed of yourself!"
Abby, my first wife and I were married for over 40 years,
and we enjoyed a fulfilling, active sexual relationship right
up until the time she died. She was in her 70s.
At what age are people supposed to quit having sexual
relations'?
YOUNG AT HEART
DEAR YOUNG: There is no reason why normal, healthy
people should not be sexually active as long as they live.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married to a military man for
12 years. I started snooping through his things when he was
home last and found some love letters from three different
women. One lives in the Canal Zone, one lives in Virginia
and the other lives in Florida.
All three women are under the impression that he is
married but separated from me, which is a lie.
Their letters contain some sickening descriptions of their
sexual encounters. The woman in the Canal Zone keeps
referring to the "day we can be together forever."
Abby, my husband has told me repeatedly that he loves
me, and he has never indicated that he wants out of this
marriage.
Some of those letters were written within the last three
months. I can't understand how a grown man would
continue to keep three women on the string while still
married.
Right now he is overseas, but when he gets home I am
going to let him have it.
I neither love nor trust him anymore, but I have three
children who need a father. What do you advise?
FED UP
DEAR FED: I agree, children do need a father, but a
woman needs a husband she can trust and depend upon.
Confront your husband with the evidence and ask him for
an explanation.
It will take a lot of forgiving and forgetting to restore
your marriage. If that's what you want, I hope you're up to
It.
DEAR ABBY: We recently attended a beautiful outdoor
wedding in a park.
The bride and groom made up their own vows and spoke
them aloud to each other, but there was no minister present
to pronounce them man and wife.
Is it legal in California for a couple to marry themselves?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: No. And it's not legal anywhere
else, either.
DEAR ABBY: My problem is with overly protective
parents who aren't mine. Joey and I have been going
together for a long time, and we are deeply in love. But__
because neither of us is of legal age, we're both under our
parents' domination
His parents moved to another city, and even though Joey
had a full college scholarship in the city in which I live, his,
parents refused to let him accept it because they didn't want'
us living in the same city.
Joey will be 18 the month after school starts. What can he
or I do about it?
LOST WITHOUT HIM
DEAR LOST: Nothing until Joey is of age and able to do
as he pleases.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Luncheon 8 Bridge Planned At Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, November 5, at
noon at the club with Mrs. M. C.
Ellis as chairman of the
hostesses.
She will be assisted by
Mesdames James Converse,
Gary Marquardt, Thomas
Miller, Edward Watson, Cross
Spann, Joe T. Irvan, Sandy
Outland, and Miss Madelyn
Lamb.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m
with Mrs. Buddy Spann and





Club will meet Tuesday,
November 4, at seven p.m. at
the school.
Presenting a Thanksgiving
musical program will be the
first and second grades.
All parents, teachers, and
interested persons are invited, a
school spokesman said.




"Buy of the Year" Includes Antique Gold
Paneling, 20'x 13' Door, Six Lite* Panls
Special discount prices on this and other 
Butler For-
msted buildings will sore you money
 As your
Butter Agri-Builder, we will erect the 
Forms fed for
you, efficiently and isconomkolly Or you 
can build
it yourself and sari 'Mallon costs
This special pike 1111464114 color 
paneling. o huge
20 x 13' double Olds deer. and six floo
r to-cellong
AGRI-BUIL DE R
Ponls to let In plenty of natural daylight.
aitheri adopted tagroin storage. the 401 75; holds
18.000 bushels
All-metal. cloar.spon Farmsteads ore fire-save
easily insulated and expandable Attractive.
functional buildings at reasonable prices
Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
Ph. 502-253-3897 Murray, Ky.
Garden Club Plans
Wednesday Meet
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet Wednesday,
November 5, at the Ellis
Community Center with
Rowena Stubblefield as hostess.
Work will be completed on the
macrame and members will
work on dried arrangements
Charles Guthrie
Is Delta Speaker
Charles Guthrie will speak on
"Continuing Education" at the
meeting of the Delta Deparf.
mein of the Murray Wonsan's\
Club scheduled for Tuesday,
November 4, at 7:30 p.m at the
club house.
The program chairman will
be Mrs. Harry McGurk
Hostesses will be Mrs Terrell
Johnson, Mrs. Wilbert Outland,
Miss Frances Sexton, Mrs.
Vernon Roberts, Miss Sue







Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, 120
North 19th Street, at seven p. m.
Murray Shrine Chili will have
its social dinner meeting at the
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Dance for Big M Club
members and guests will be at
Murray Country Club from 9:30
p m. to 1:30 a. m. with cost
being five dollars per couple.
MSU Women's Society will
have a chili supper and sock hop
at the University School at 6:30
p. m.
Baptist Student Union, MSU,
will have work day to help
finance summer missionary
work. Call 753-5771.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have iassannual awards banquet
at the Carman Pavillion across
from Calloway County High
School at 6:30 p. m.
Old newspaper drive will be
held by Boy Scout Troop No. 77.
Call 753-3824 for address or
location of newspapers to be
picked up.
Murray Kiwanis Club's
Bicycle Safety Inspection and
Road-e-o will start with in-
spections at 8:30 a. m. and road-
e-o events at nine a. m. at the
-Murray High School parking
lot.
Christmas craft demon-
stration will be at Brandon
Spring Group Camp in Land
Between the Lakes with
workshops at nine a. m. and one
p m. Reservations are
required.
Parents of Murray Headstart
will have a bake sale from
eleven a.m. to two p.m. at Roses
with proceeds going for repairs
on school bathrooms.
Rummage sale by American
Legion Auxiliary will be at
Legion Hall starting at seven
a.m.
Hazel WOW Camp 138 and
Court 869 will have family night
and awards dinner at Hazel
Community Center at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 1
Kentucky Goldenrod CB Club
will have a yard sale starting at
eight p.m. at the Four Way Stop
in Hardin. In case of rain will be
in old laundry mat on Highway
80 just west of the four way stop.
"Bargain Barn" by Calloway
County Freed-Hardeman
Associates will open at nine
a.m. at South 13th and Main
Streets.
Murray Bass Club will have a
trap shoot at Jackson Purchase
Gun Club from ten a.m. to dark.
Sunday, November 2
Kathy Lewis Blankenship,
soprano from Carmi, Ill., and
Murray, will present her senior
recital at two p. m. the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Social Committee of St. Leo's
Catholic aferch will have a
welcome coffee hour for new
parishioners and present
members to get acquainted at
twelve noon at Gleason Hall.
Horsemanship Demon-
stration and saddle show will be
at Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes, from one to four p.
M.
Trap shoot by Murray Bass
Club will continue at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club from one
p.m. to dark.
Monday, November 3
Kathleen Jones and Lottie
Moon Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
separately at 6:30 p.m. prior to
the services in the fellowship
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
the home of Mrs. Albert Crider
for program and day of prayer.
Lunch at noon at Seven Seas
Restaurant and visitation in
afternoon.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. L J. Hortin at
7:30 p.m. A silent auction will be
held.
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
biesday, November 3
Winsome Class of Memorial
Baptist aturch will meet with
Mrs. Coffield Vance at seven
p.m.
Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi,
will sponsor a free lecture by
Louisville Courier-Journal
Sports Writer Dave Kindred in
Room Four, Waterfield Student
Union Building, 11-1.5U, at seven
p.m. Public invited.
Women's luncheon will be at
Fellowship Hall, First Baptist
Church, at noon with Dr. R.
Lofton Hudson speaking on
"The Changing Role of the
Modern Woman."
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at Calloway
County Public Library at seven
p.m. Note change in date.
Moseley, November 3
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at North Second
Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
Esther Class of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p.m. at the home of Nell
Culpepper.
Tuesday, November 4
Election Day with polls open
all day.
Group LI of First Christian
Church CWF will meet in
church library at two p.m. with
Mrs. Eugene Scott and Mrs.
Frank Roberta as hostesses and
Mrs. Guthrie Church, program
leader.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of First
Presbyterian Churdi Women
will meet at the home of Lala
Dowdy at 1:90 p.m.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church W?4U
general meeting will be at nine
a.m. at the church, with
Dorothy Group at the-home of
Mrs. Lloyd Jacks and Annie
Armstrong Group at the home
of Mrs. Dan Shipley, both at ten
a .m
East Calloway PTC will meet
at seven p.m. at the school with
the Thanksgiving musical
program by first and second
• grades.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray 'TOPS Club will meet













After fourteen years of public service—five
consecutive terms as State Representative,
- Iwo terms as Speaker of the House,
three years as Lt. Governor, and now,
serving as your Governor,
Julian Carroll believes that government is
accquntable to its taxpaying citizens.
His philosophy for openness in government
and political campaigns is based on good











TOM HARRIS MARTHA LAYNE COWNS





For A Ride To The Polls: Call 753.9335
Political ad paid for by Sid Easley, treasurer, Julian Carroll campeign, Callaway
Comity, Murray.  Kentucky
;
Secretary' of State Thelma Stovall is the
first woman ever to win the nomination
for Lt. Governor in Kentucky. A proven
record of public service and state
government innovations head up Mrs.
Stovall's list of accomplishments. Her
legislative commitments include
improved programs for the aged, the
youth and the working men and
women in Kentucky
•••'•
FRANCES JONES PIUS DREX DAVIS
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We'll be watching with interest
developments in research on the
use of newspapers in silage.
As extension agent Ken Wisner
explained it, researchers have
chopped alfalfa into a wagon and
then chopped old newspapers on
top of the partial load. The
newspaper was added at the rate
of 300 pounds per ton of green
material.
Fermentation of the silage
seemed good, and steers are being
fed the substances to provide in-
formation on consumption, weight
gain, digestibility, protein balan-
ce and possible residue con-
10 Years Ago
Pictured today are members of the
School of New Hope, a school for mentally
retarded children.
Dee St. John died yesterday at the home
of a daughter, Mrs. Jerry Burkhart,
T. C. Hargrove, Vernon Riley, Shirley
Wade, and Betty Riley had the top
averages in bowling this week in the
Thursday Couples League at Corvette
Lanes.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Hopkins an-
nounce the marriage of their daughter,
Marilyn, to Cary A. Miller, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Miller.
Births reported include a girl, Shannon
Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. R. J. McDougal on
October 28.
40 Years Ago
In an effort to secure a $600,000 payroll
for this community, the Murray Chamber
of Commerce is in the midst of a campaign
rel4le kni:14 .f9r.P0Patnacnntn of an ea'tension to the Murray flosiery MIll which
will permit the consolidation of the
Paducah, Benton, and Murray plants in
this city.
Deaths reported this week include L.
Hooper, age 82, Mrs. Ida Heath, age 68,
Charles G. Lowry, age 70, and L. Mayer.
Dr. J. A. Outland, Dr. C. H. Jones,
George Hart, Dr. James H. Richmond,
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., M. 0. Wrather,
and Mrs. Lois Waterfield have been named
to the Calloway County Committee on the
National Youth Administration.
Solon Shackelford has a spool bed that
has been in the family for several
generations and the exact age of the bed is
not known but is estimated to be well over
one hundred years old. The bed was
brought from North Carolina by the
Clanton family.
"There are clubs and clubs, but what the
merchants would like to see function is a
Pay Promptly Club," from the column,
"Just Jots" by Joe Lovett.
tarnination.
Old newspapers have been
selling as low as $3 per ton, much
less expensive than materials
such as grain which have been
used in the past to improve fer-
mentation of direct-cut alfalfa
silage.
We look to the day when there
will be Educated Cows as well as
Contented Cows. Those with
higher IQs could pass entrance
exams into Junior College and
even work toward an associate of




The 1955-56 yearbook of the Murray
Woman's Club won first place award as
best club yearbook at the recent Federated
meeting of the Women's Clubs held at
Beaver Dam.
Dr. Forrest Pogue, author of "Supreme
Command" will lead a panel discussion on
"The Yalta Papers" at a meeting of the
Southern Historical Society in Memphis,
Tenn., on November 11.
Mrs. Melissa Matthews, age 34, of St.
Louis, Mo., sister of Mrs. Lydia Edmonds
of Murray, died October 21.
Joe Mitchell, promotion manager of the
Paducah Sun-Democrat, was guest
speaker at the meeting of the Zeta
Department, Murray Woman's Club.
"It's Always Fair Weather" starring
Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, and
Delores Gray is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
30 Years Ago
Construction work on the Tappan Stove
factory began la ra week when Robert M.
Lamb, superintendent, spaded the first
soil on the location in east Murray just
west of the railroad.
Major Lewis Drake has been reported
killed in an airplane crash in China where
he was serving with the 332nd Troop
Carrier Squadron.
Local deaths reported this ,week include
Mrs. E. M. Hill, Mrs. Laura Alice
Thompson, Mrs. Millie Curd Brinn, A. E.
Roane, Mrs. Annie Gaylord, and Mrs.
Laura Ann Kimbro. • •
Miss Odelle Boggess and Cpl. Roy Bruce
Smith were married October 11.
The Calloway County Quota for the War
Fund Drive is 97,425, according to Lester
Nanny, special chairman, and Max Hurt,
general chairman.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Sturgis 42 to 12 in a football game last
week.
The Calloway County Cattle Show will be
held November 5 and 6 at the Murray
Livestock Yards.
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Composting-
Nature's Way
Ever wonder what to do with excess
leaves, grass, weeds, straw, hay, or even
shredded newspaper? Well, you are going
to find out the perfect way from the
Murray Area Vocational Education Center
DECA Chapter and the Keep America
Beautiful, Inc.
In concern for air pollution, more and
more communities are banning burning
leaves and getting rid of them is becoming
a problem. So here's a solution for
everyone. It is called composting and it is
nature's way of recycling vegetable
matter back to the soil.
When the composting process is com-
pleted and the material is dark and
crumbly, it can be used to enrich poor soil,
as a mulch around plants and trees to hold
moisture and keep down weeds or, mixed
with ordinary dirt, in window boxes and
flower pots.
Here is the procedure:
L Use a large box, barrel or garbage
can, or if there is enough space, dig a hole
about 12 inches deep and 4 feet x 4 feet
wide.
2. Collect all leaves and above men-
tioned items.
3. Make a layer of items about 6 inches
deep.
a. Sprinkle with fertilizer
b. Add 2 inches of soil and cover corn-
pletely
c. Sprinkle with lime or wood ash (from
a barbeque)
d. Repeat layers until the container is
full or pile is 4 feet high. ( Put chicken wire
or boards around pile to keep it in place)
e. Make small depressions on top of the
pile and add a little water
4. Every four days, stick a thermometer
into the middle of the pile. When the
thermometer registers 150 degrees F, turn
the leaves and other materials so the wet
parts are exposed to the air. If compost is
not turned often enough, it smells awful.
5. Keep the pile moist but not soggy.
Funny World
EDUCATION
A math instructor at M.I.T. became a
father for the first time and baby sat one
evening while his wife went over to visit a
friend. Came diaper-changing-time and
after struggling for a while with the
triangle, he telephoned her, "Look, Susan I
found the hypotenuse but does it go on top
or the bottom?"
This month, hundreds of thousands of
college students return to the university
where they face new challenges, higher
registration fees, economic hardship and
hunger itself.. and that's just the first day.
The principal of a school in Bismarck,
North Dakota, expressed his appreciation
to an associate at a faculty meeting. "I'd
like to thank Mr. Adams, who substituted
for me during my honeymoon."
Bob Hope: Back in my heyday, we used
to all crowd into a telephone booth to see
how many of us could get in. It's the
same thing today only it's called campus
housing.
Bible Thought
Fear not, 0 land; be glad an
rejoice: for the Lord will do great
things. Joel 2:21.
When the politicians put their
trust in the Lord and away from
self and expedient solutions, then
great things will be accomplished.
Let's Stay Well 
Treatment Of Respiratory Disease
Respiratory therapy is a fast-
growing part of modern
medicine. Greater emphasis is
being given to the preservation
and rehabilitation of the function
of the bronchial tubes and lungs.
The lining of the respiratory
tract is exposed to the environ-
ment outside of the body. The in-
haled air is usually polluted to
some degree. The mucous
membrane lining the nose,
throat, and windpipe is moist. As
the air pasees inward, it is
warmed, humidified, and
cleaned of some of the contami-
nants (dust, pollen, bacteria
molds, chemicals, etc.) by their
being trapped in the mucus
covering the respiratory tract.
The mucous membrane has also
tiny cilia or hairlike projections
which work in wave; which
bring to the throat the mucus so
that it can be swallowed
Such mucus is protective,
necessary, and normal, even
though it may occasionally he
By F .J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
excesUve as a post-nasal drip
from the nose and from the
lower respiratory tract.
If the contaminants get deeper
into the bronchial tubes, they
may become inflamed and in-i-
tated (bronchitis). Such irritants
may cause a tightness or spasrn
in the lower bronchial tubes
(asthma).
If still deeper into the lung
tissue, the inflammation
becomes pneumonia, which is a
serious, toxic infection. These
deep infections are now best tre-
ated by antibiotics and sulfa
drugs which are absorbed into
the blood and kill out most
varieties of germs which for-
merly were highly fatal.
Recurrent irritation of the
bronchial tubes may result froM
inhalaticevef dust at work (such
as sandblasting, coal mining, or
asbestos manufacturing) and
tobacco smoking. Certain per-
sons appear more susceptible to
the development of emphysema
from such chronic irritation. As
a resuittne lung loses some of its
elasticity. An excess of thick
mucus may be present in the
bronchial tubes. The alveolae or
small air-exchange pockets deep
in the lung tissue may become
torn.
Cancer of the lungs is on the
increase and highly fatal. Early
diagnosis and surgery offer the
best hope.
While prevention of respirato-
ry disease is the best form of
treatment, much can be done by
the use of medication,lreathing
exercises, and good pasture to
prevent advancement of lung
disease and to ritabilitate the
respiratory tract so that a person
may have an adequate oxygen
supply for a comfortable life.
( Miss DD. breaks out when
her skin comes in contact with
metal jewelry and wants to
EILASINGAME
know what is the cause and what
can be done for relief.
A Your complaint sounds as if
you are allergic to nickel, a com-
mon constituent of such jewelry.
Sometimes, coating the jewelry
with a clear plastic will give
relief. Even better is to chore*
nonmetallic pieces.
Q. Mrs. EE. wants to know
how long toxoid shots last
A. While tetanus antitoxin give
passive immunity rborrowed"
from a horse which ha, leen
given tetanus to develop anti-
bodies) which lasts Inc only
several weeks, tetanus to \oid
gives some protection for hie --
or at least several years_ it4o hter
shots of trotted are given in the
future when shad inYeth otsturs,
as' a burn: 'The-losrer
stimulates promptly a strong
elevation of antibodies. These
last for a long period
After a heavy rain, it is a good idea to turn
the compost and let it dry out a little.
6 When the thermometer no longer rises
when stuck in the middle of the pile, the
cumpost should be ready. If the vegetable
materials were finely shredded before
being added to the compost pile, the
decaying process should be complete in
about six weeks. If the weather is cold,
however, the pile allowed to dry out, or the
materials used were not chopped into
small pieces, it may take several months
for the decaying process to be complete.
However long it may take, don't you
tnk it is worth just 4 little bit of your time
to make America and Kentucky a more
beautiful place to live? For more in-
formation write to the Keep America
Beautiful, Inc. at 99 Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10016.
We at the Murray Area Vocational
Center DECA Chapter are trying to do our
share—how about you?
Letters To The Editor
Support Appreciated
Dear Editor:
Thanks so much for the fine publicity
your paper gave our Bake Sale, Slave Day
and Initiation. We appreciate your help in
making these events big successes for us.
Again we, the Calloway County High




Calloway County High School
Beta Club I's
A Solution For NYC
Dear Editor:
There has been a lot of controversy
concerning the financial difficulties of
New York, and it seems to indicate one
Thing. New York does need financial aid of
some kind, right now. It's true that the
state did get itself into this predictament
through mismanagement of its finances at
the government level, I wctuld suppose
both present and past.
We ( the people) see our tax money
poured out by the billions to foreign
countries that use it to build nuclear plants
( if I can believe what I read in the papers,
and I do). But evidently our government is
apposed to aiding New York, whether
Justified or not.
I don't have an immediate solution
myself, but since vice-president
Rockefeller is the ex-governor, and quite
wealthy, why can't he just buy New York
and therefore solve this financial puzzle,
or better yet, perhaps we,eould swing a
deal to sell it to the Indiana, or toss it Inns
a fringe benefit, along with the wheat deal
to the Russians.




What About Winter Weather?
By Jerry Hill
Will we have another mild winter this
year in Kentucky?
Official National Weather Service
prognosticators aren't ready to say yet.
The only thing they know for sure is that
the weather in Kentucky is noted for its
variability — both from day to day and
year to year.
Kentucky is a battleground of air masses
throughout the winter, first enjoying mild
southerly winds, then suddenly plunged
into the depths of frigid arctic air. Either
extreme can dominate our weather for
long periods of time and cause tem-
peratures finally to average over a range
of possibilities that would stir the interests
of the most conservative gambler.
Just in the recent past, average January
temperatures in Lexington have ranged
from 20 degrees in 1940 to 44 degrees in
1950.
Invariably, people recall some of the
particularly cold winters and say they
believe our climate is changing, that the
winters are becoming milder over the
years.
To see if that was the case, Doyle Cook, a
meteorologist in the National Weather
Service's state forecast office at
Louisville, looked at a long record of
Kentucky temperatures. He used the first
temperature data collected in Kentucky
which started at Springdale near
Louisville in 1841, then switched to other
temperatures from similar locations near
Louisville on to the present time.
Weatherman Cook's study shows how
the winter temperatures in Kentucky can
fluctuate from one year to the next. If any
trend is discernible, it might be a general
warming from 1900 through the early
1930s. Since then, there has been
something of a cooling trend although the
relative mildness of the past few winters
doesn't quite reflect that.
The coldest average winter temperature
ever recorded officially in Kentucky
during the period weatherman Cook
researched was in 1917-18. Temperatures
that winter were consistently cold,
although no records were set for extremes.
In Central Kentucky, snow covered the
ground continuously from fall to early
spring.
The coldest daily temperatures occured
in more recent times, during the winter of
1962-63. In January of 1963. the mercury
dropped to 34 degrees below zero in
CYntinana and Bonnieville.
The hardships of winter have probably
caused more concern than anything else to
the rural American, and actually all
farmers throughout the ages. Relating
nature's signs to the upcoming weather is
responsible for an entire segment of
American folklore for predicting the
weather. While none of these long-range
seasonal predictions can be defended
scientifically, they are interesting.
Before winter began, nature's signs
were scanned closely for omens of the
oncoming season. A dark breastbone in a
Thanksgiving Day turkey indicated a
hardy winter ahead. The same cold winter
was supposedly foretold by the thickness
.of corn husks. A saying went, "When the
corn wears a heavy coat, so must you."
Apparently the same logic was supposed to
apply to the onion because a short rhyme
said:
"Onion skins very thin
Mild winters coming in.
Onion skins very tough
Winter's going to be very rough."
Many of the old weather proverbs tried
to relate the weather on a particular day or
month to the weather during winter. For
example, the number of fogs in October
wuttld be equal to the number -of snows to
be expected.
A day which always had special
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This chart of average temperatures since the winter of 1889-90 shows that1917-18 was the coldest Kentucky winter in the last 80 years, with the winter of1962-63 not tar behind.
Candlemas Day or February 2. Americans
call this Groundhog Day, but still follow
the European tradition that says if the sun
shines.that day, there will be an extended
period of winter following. An old English
rhyme puts it:
"If Candlemas be fair and clear
Two winters you will have this year."
These proverbs have been a part of
American rural life for generations, but
they may be slowly giving way to a
combination of modern meteorology and
skeptiasrn.
Nevyle Shackelford, a writer and long-
time observer of nature lore in Eastern
Kentucky, reports that many of the local
weather prophets near his home in Lee
County have passed on, and there is a
serious shortage of replacements.
A few are still practicing the art,
however. Two Morgan County farmers
both feel this is going to be a long hard
Sam Endicutt said he noted the leaves
being thick and corn shucks being heavy
as a definite sign of colder weather than
usual ahead.
Bill May, a tobacco grower and sorghum
maker near West Liberty, said he has
noticed the cockleburr and chestnut both
breaking open early this year and in-
terprets that as being a sign of an early
winter.
The National Weather Service has not
released its official outlook yet for the
winter season. Several years ago, the
government agency began to issue
seasonal outlooks but only for a three-
month period. The outlook for this coming
December, January and February will be
available about Thanksgiving.
Most meteorologists are very cautious
about expressing any great confidence in
the ability of the science to accurately
predict the severity of the winter. Their
three-month outlook is an estimate of
which sections of the nation might have a
greater than normal risk of below average
or above average temperatures. They also
include sections which are indeterminate.
Last winter Kentucky fell into that in-
determinate region where the outlook
indicated there was about an even chance
of being warmer or colder than normal.
The data indicates we actually averaged
about 214 degrees above normal, which
certainly must have been of some relief
when it came to paying the heating bill.
About The Author
Jerry Hill is the National Weather
Service's agricultural meteorologist for
Kentucky and a member of the staff of the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Today In History
Hr The imorinted P, • •
Today is Saturday, Nov. 1, the 305th day
of 1975. There are 60 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1952, the United States ex-
ploded the first hydrogen bomb, at
Eniwetok Atoll in the Marshall Islands.
On this date :
In 1755, an earthquake killed 60,000 per-
sons in Lisbon, Portugal.
In 1765, some American colonists defied
British royal governors as London tried to
enforce a Stamp Act in the coloniet.
In 1788, 'the- U.S.' Continental Congress,
which had first met in 1774, was adjourned.
In 1864. the U.S. Post Office began
issuing postal money orders.
In 1940, British bombers hit Naples,
Italy, for the first time in World War H.
In 1950, two Puerto Rican nationalists
tried to force their way into Blair House in
Washington to assassinate President
Harry Truman, and one was killed by
guards.
Ten years ago: A trolley plunged into the
Nile River at Cairo, Egypt, drowning at
least 74 persons.
Five years ago: A fire tn aillince hall in
Grenoble, France, took the lives of 145
Yonne Peonkk - •
One year ago: The U.S. unemployment
rate reached 6 per cent, the highest level in
throe years.
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Biological and Social Science Fiction
"Guns Of Autumn
(Reprinted from the guide, a
monthly publication of the
Agency.) Harvey Bray is the
Exectuive Director of The
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency. I
By now, if you did not see this
CBS television 'idoctun'entarY,"
you have heard of the very
slanted, anti-hunting "Guns of
Autumn" produced by CBS
Television and narrated by Dan
Rather.
While anti-hunters boost their
campaign with mud-slinging,
name-calling, distortion of
facts, and misrepresentation, I
will not, and urge you as
sportsmen not to, engage in
such defensive, explosive
tactics, but rather, intelligently
and honestly point out the facts
involved in the whole con-
tradictory anti-hunting issue. I
will not engage in quoting
columns of statistics and facts
on what the hunter has done or
what HE ALONE is doing for
wildlife preservation, but will
simply state some pertinent
thoughts as I see them:
By Harvey Bray
First of all, CBS and Dan
Rather, through such shows as
-Guns of Autumn," display
their ignorance of their own
programming and illustrate to
intelligent thinking people their
very contradictive nature.
Saturday mornings on CBS are
filled with shows of violence
disguised as "cartoons," but
nevertheless display acts of
inhumane treatment. It seems
that a network of such
magnitude, staffed with in-
telligent men such as Mr.
Rather, could judge their own
programming, initially clean
their own house of human
violence before attempting to
place shallow judgement on the
animal hunting segment of our
society.
Secondly, such a network as-
CBS, composed of all these
trained "experts" in every field
of society, see no harm in
allowing sponsors who par-
ticipate in environmental
degradation every day, to pay
for such programming. Such
II-
sponsors whp advocate pure air,
clean water, and preservation
of wildlife habitat, are cited
every day in local areas
throughout the country for air
and water pollution violations,
strip mining, indiscriminate
clearing and drainage of
dwindling wildlife and water-
fowl habitat. Surely, the
American public and CBS can
see the obvious contradictions
here!
Finally, and most tragic of
all, is the fatal contradiction
that could be the end of us all.
WORDS are cheap, and this
country is filled with "arm-
chair" conservationists and
preservationists who like to sit
in their living rooms and office
suites and talk of this social
degradation called the "hun-
ter." But where are the talkers
when drainage of wetlands
threatens the very existence of
ducks and geese? Where are
these CBS-Dan Bathers when
Wildlife Agencies across the
country are 'struggling to retain
Fis1.herman's Comer
By Ken Dean
Mason Thomas with a limit of crappie taken from Terrapin
and Fords creeks on Lake Barkley. He said that these were
the best that he has caught this year.
Moto courtesy of Murray Bart
Crappie fishing is really hot
now. Several fishermen from
this area have really sacked up
some fine catches of ole
speckled sides. Again, minnows
fished on the double hook
crappie rig along the ledges and
creek channels at about 12 to 14
feet produced the best results.
Charlie and Kathy McKenney
and her mom, Faye Thienes
from Hartford, Kentucky,
fished with Tommy Phillips last
Sunday and caught 63 crappie.
They fished in Donaldson and
Terrapin creeks on Barkley.
Charlie said that the fish were
really full of fight when hooked
at about fourteen feet and that
most of them weighed three
quarters of a pound to a pound.
The McKenneys and their
neighbors enjoyed some fried
fillets for supper that night.
Mason Thomas, one of the
best crappie fishermen in this
area, caught 60 slabs in some of
his favorite hot spots on
Barkley. Mason often fishes
what he calls "runs," little
ditches which jut off of ledges or
creek channels. Most crappie
fishermen won't bother to fish
such indistinct structure, but he
does so with tremendous suc-
cess.
Many other crappie fisher-
men were out last weekend. The
weather was beautiful after the
front moved through, and he
Vernon's [A=
Fisherman's Special
Ivy the fespeen Cosh N Koller IWO =NI moles your littt deice of 15.95 retail
Flull Fart 'Wive, spoir of Becks et $LIPS teal
Olympic Plaza
fish went on a feeding spree.
Most of the fishermen I saw had
some nice catches of crappie.
Last Sunday afternoon I
fished in Little River and
brought home 45 crappie which
were just the right filleting size.
The fish moved down below the
break of the ledges to about 13 to
14 feet. The previous week they
were up on top of the ledges at
about 9 to 10 feet. After finding
two schools of specs and fishing
them pretty good, I looked at
some spots on the map and
checked them out without much
success.
If you plan to be out fishing
this fall and winter, be sure
your boat motor, and trailer are
in top condition. For instance, I
kept putting off getting my
trailer welded where it had a
small crack and sure enough, it
broke at a most inopportune
time. Luckily for me it didn't
break while I was driving down
the highway.
lands for wildlife habitat, to
protect them from companies
owned and operated by CBS
sponsors? And where is all this
TV coverage when thousands of
acres of water are each year
declared unsafe for human and
animal consumption?
While all true sportsmen will
admit that there are some bad
apples in the barrel, it is a fact
that this country's wildlife
populations would not be as
strong and as plentiful if it were
not for the sportsman's concern
and his dollar. For, contrary to
the misrepresentation by CBS
in "Guns of Autumn," the
majority of hunters in t44.5,.
country ARE NOT the hig-
game, wealthy, safari
executives, but the everyday
factory worker, farmer, father,
family man whose hard-earned
dollar is paid, yes, for hunting,
but more importantly, so they
won't be forced to visit the
public zoo just to see a rabbit, a
squirrel, or a deer in artificial,
rather than natural habitat.
One word of warning to CBS
— beware, lest you, through
your misuse of your con-
stitutional right of free speech,
destroy the very wildlife
preservation you are trying so
clumsily, and unintelligently, to
protect. When you remove the
hunter from funding con-
servation and management
programs, who will pay for its
ultimate protection? In the
common vernacular, CBS, don't
cut wildlife off, to spite the
hunters' face.
While working on your motor,
if you need parts or advice just
ask one of the dealers in the
area for information. For
example, I try to keep Bossie,
my 16 year old Johnson 18
outboard running in top con-
dition. Many times Gary
Darnall out at Darnall Marine
has given me some helpful
pointers on fixing it.
Also, you should be thinking
about boating safety. Be sure
you have life jackets which are
in good condition and that your
boat and accessories are in top
working order.
Study maps of area you plan
to fish and avoid shallow areas
when motoring to and from
fishing spots. Follow the buoy
marked channels and use
common sense tactics when in
rough or shallow water or when
in unknown waters.
Later this winter when it's too
rough to do much fishing, I
plan to start a series of how-to
articles on various topics
dealing with fishing. Such
things as making a spider rig,
making crappie hook rigs,
fixing crappie poles, crappie
cleaning techniques, recipes for
cooking fish, depth finder
reading, map reading and other
ideas will be included.
Remember, it doesn't cost an
extra dime to be a good sport-
sman.
Martha McKenney and her mom Faye Thienes with a good
catch of crappie taken on Barkley in Donaldson and Terrapin
Creeks.
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8 Fishing Licenses





The local chapter of a in-
ternational conservation group
is presently being formed in
order to aid in the conservation
of wetland breeding grounds for
various types of ducks.
The nation group is called
DUCKS UNLIMITED, Inc. Two
branches of the group are
Ducks Unlimited Canada ) and
Ducks Unlimited de Mexico.
The local grnitp is comprised of
several waterfowl hunters who
are concerned with the future of
huntable populations of ducks.
The group is named the
Murray-Calloway County
Chapter of Ducks Unlimited.
Just what is the reason for a
conservation group that spends
80 per cent of its money in
Canada? The primary reason is
that four of every five ducks
that fly over the United States
are born in Canadian wetlands.
Water control in Canada is the
first objective of DU. Long-
term, no cost leases are ob-
tained from private citizens and
the Canadian government and
then water control structures
are created to maintain proper
and constant levels. At present,
over 1,200 suck project areas
are being worked on.
The national organization of
DUCKS UNLIMITED was
formed in 1937 and has ac-
complished much in its three
decades of service.
In addition to the 1,200
projects, almost two million
acres of prime habitat, which
provides "living room" for 250
species of brids, 60 different
mammals and 19 types of fish
have been worked on. This
rept-meats almost 9,500 miles. of
protective shoreline.
DUCKS UNLIMITED has
also raised nearly $33 million on
behalf of conservation with
nearly $25 million being sent to
Ducks Unlimited Canada).
To represent the real value of
DUCKS UNLIMITED, one must
travel back a few years to 1956,
which was a good year for wild
ducks. An estimated 130,000,000
ducks were on the flyways that
year. By 1962, the population
had dropped to only 70000,000,
which was a drokp of almost
half!
What happened? In the itey
duck pothole areas of Canada, a
devastating drought set in.
Since 80 per cent of the duck
production does depend heavily
on the prairie areas of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba,
the droughts that left these
prairie areas dry as a bone were
severe set-backs to duck
-
In a wet year from six to eight
million potholes can be ex-
pected in those areas - each
averaging about two acres ot
water. But in such dry years the
number of potholes with water
can fall to as low as 600,000.
Now almost 1,800,000 acreas
of prime wetlands have, been
restored in Canada and a nest
10-year master play is being
activated.
The new master play calls for
stabalizing 2,500,000 acres more
of prime duck habitat. Each
project will be located
strategically in crucial duck
producing areas, varing in size
from a few acres to several
thousand, and will make these
areas almost drought-proof.
But the conservation is not for
ducks along, although ducks are
the focus of the group. Many
other animals that require
water near-by to survive also
depend on these areas once they
are restored.
In one account in the province
of Alberta, stock production
increased 25 per cent after
DUCKS UNLIMITED projects
were started which allowed
redistribution of cattle over
large grazing areas. The
number of deer and sharptail
grouse and other animals also
increased as the water became.
a permanent survival crutch
instead of something that was




UNLIMITED has scheduled a
fund-raising banquet to be held
at the Calloway County Country
Cluki ,,ou......Viednesday at 7:00
p.m., November 12. All money
raised at this banquet will be
sent to the national chapter of
DU and will be used for the
conservation of Canadian
wetlands.
Among the rriany items to be
raffled and auctioned off at the
banquet will be one of the
"super-series" of only 800
Winchester Model 12 Ducks
Unlimited Commemoratives
which the national headquar-
ters is making available to local
chapters. There will be no trade
series of the Model 12. Win-
chester has crafted only 800
"presentation" models which
will be extremely rare. The
shotgun should be sought after
by many.
For any additional in-
formation on tickets for the
banquet, area residents may
call local members of the local
chapter. at 753-7249 or 753-5437.
production.
American Bass Fisherman Tourneys
$50,000 TOURNAMENTS FORMAT - OR -
FINALLY THE LITTLE MAN GETS A CHANCE!
In continuing with our policy of catering both to the pro and
semi-pro we have again changed our payout standards
drastically to meet the needs of the average day fisherman.
(1) We have raised the limit of entrants from a 200 to 250 man
field.
(2) If we have a full contingent of 250 we will do the following:
a. Now pay 35 places instead of 30.
b. Pay 10th place man through 35th place man $1,000 in cash,
thus increasing cash payment of $12,500. This should obviously be
the dream come true for the man who not always makes the top
10.
c. Also, we have decided to add to the Winner's share a 115 HP
engine to go with his boat, adding over $2,000 to the Winner's
share.
d. Big Bass Award is no longer $50 per pound but a Bass Boat,
adding some $1,500 more value. We are adding a Second Big Bass
Award; this man will receive an 85 HP engine, adding $1,500 more
to the value.
Therefore, our TOTAL CASH PAYOUT in a $50,000 Tourn-
mament will be $45,600 in CASH plus $5,000 Boat and Engine, plus
a $2,500 Elciat, plus a $1,500 Engine.
(3) Further to keep in spirit with the Family Program that we
are starting at the 1975 World Championship, to encourage the
ladies and children to come visit or participate, there will be a
drawing at the Closing Banquet. The winning lady will get $1,000
in CASH to meet either her personal needs or that of her family.
This, of course, is unmatched in Bass Fishing Tournament
history, for the total payout in our $50,000 Tournaments ends up
being $55,600.
So that there will be no misunderstanding as to the *road,
every dollar above 200 contestants will go to the fisherman. If in
case, which is not likely at this moment, we draw less than 200
fishermen, the payouts will go down strictly on a percentage basis
from the original payouts, per cent by per cent. We la ve always
paid out 40% higher than anyone and will continue to do so.
At this juncture our Florida Tournament On the St. Johns
January 28, 29 & 30, 1976, is half full as well as our Lake Murray,
South Carolina Tournament on February 18, 19 at 20,1976. ,
I warmly take this opportunity to congratulate the 35th place
man, for he is now at last a Winner too!
So that you will know that there is no holding back, every dime's
worth of profit in our tournaments will go towards the 1976













































































































































































Jonathan Winters makes a
sound when he is doing some of
his comedy routines that was
invented to duplicate the sound
that small animals make when
they., travel across anything
hard. The sound is that of tiny
toenails. From cats to mice the
sound is the same. It is a rapid
"ticky, ticky, ticky" sound and
he has duplicated at least one
sound that I know quite well.
Gray squirrels make this
sound and several other sounds
that have a tendency to freak
out even the veteran bowhunter.
They have never heard of
Jonathan Winters but he ob-
viously knows quite a bit about
small gray squirrels.
Here it is late in the season
and the bowhunters who have
not scored are spending every
available hour in the woods
trying to ambush the white-
tailed deer. They have moved
their stands to, hopefully, more
productive areas, waited
countless hours on stand for
even a glimpse of a deer and
have been rained on. Add to this
list the other bowhunters that
come into the woods just before
dark walking right under the
stands of bowhunters that have
been there since 2:30 in the
afternoon.
Almost nothing will enrage a
bowhunter more than another
"Bowhunter" that wanders
about during prime hunting
hours. The frustration is
complete. The hunt for that day
is over. The feeling would be
something like the feeling of a
golfer who has just hit a drive
down the fairway further and
straighter than any he has ever
hit before. He has the round
locked up only to see someone
dart out of the trees and make
off with his ball!
Four legged squirrels are just
one of the natural wonders that
the bowhunter has to be
prepared to put up with. These
tiny halls of boundless energy
and gray fur are responsible for
many of the occupational
diseases that infect bowhunters.
Bowhunters suffer from
eyestrain from trying to look
sideways while facing straight
ahead.
Most bowhunters will move
only at the last minute when
they think a deer is ap-
proaching. Traveling squirrels
make sounds that almost
duplicate the sound of a
traveling deer. The little devils
are always behind the tree, or
off to the side where the
bowhunter cannot readily see
them.
The alternative is simple.
Turn carefully and look to see
what is making the sound or
remain still and miss the shot of
a lifetime. All too often the
bowhunter moves, looks and
spots another blasted squirrel!
But occasionally the eyes that
are looking back at the
bowhunter are big and brown,
flanked by ears that are big and
white, all backing up a huge
black nose that is constantly
curious!
Halleluiah! It was a long time coming! Here is Eddie Howard who has recorded an LBL first.
The dream of many bowhunters who hunt turkeys has been realized by Howard who is from
Nancy, Kentucky. While hunting deer last Monday, Eddie found himself looking down at fifteen
turkeys. Howard took this fifteen lb. gobbler using a 65 lb. Carroll compound bow and 2219
arrows. Eddie told us that the shot covered 40 yards and the turkey traveled 200 yards before it
went down. Eddie is usually a quiet dude but his hunting partner Archie Jacobs said he danced
all over the woods when the turkey was found. Congratulations Eddie! You can't hear them but
10,000 of your bowhunting brothers join us in celebrating your trophy.
FOUR WHEELING
Having gone through one of
the curses of the middle aged
known as the extraction of a
badly impacted wisdom tooth, I
now feel considerably dumber
and a great deal sorer. As to
what all of this has to do with
• four wheeling I'm really not
very sure but it sure does have a
bearing on one's attitude when
he faces a typewriter.
Having had the privilege of
talking to four wheelers in five
counties this past week I would
like to report to you that four
wheeling is booming
everywhere. New four wheel
drives are selling well and
although the price has crept
upward a little bit with the
introduction of the 1976 models
the increases for the most part
were modest. Older four wheel
drive rigs are booming in
popularity and there are lots of
guys and gals who are buying
used rigs and fixing them up to
suit their tastes. This can be a
good approach for a careful
buyer but never forget the old
saying that you usually get
about what you pay for.
I got a chance to drive Daryl
Cain's new CJ7 this week and
also to watch it perform in the
rough down in the nearby state
of Tennessee. This rig is
equipped with the Quadra Trac
full time four wheel drive
system coupled to a near per-
fect 400 series Hydramatic
transmission. A gutty AMC 304
V8 provides the power and
Daryl has mounted a set of huge
Gumbo Mudder tires on it. It
will strictly get the job done out
there in the boondocks. Aim it
back down the highway at. the
legal speed limit and it cruises
along like an umpteen thousand
dollar European sports car. In
city traffic the short wheelbase
combined with the power
steering and automatic tran-
smission make it squirt in and
out of situations like a greased
goose. The Levi upholstered
bucket seats are extremely
comfortable and the ease of
entry and exit is much im-
proved above the CJ5 models. I
have never driven a four
wheeler that gets it all together
as well as the new CJ7 from
Jeep. It is strictly excellent.
I also had the opportunity of
riding in a 1976 Dodge three
quarter ton power wagon this
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
753-2617








paranoia. This often occurs late
in the season after countless
hours of isolation while sitting
in remote tree stands waiting
for "just one clean shot!"
Gray Squirrels and the other
squirrels lead the bowhunter to
believe that he is being per-
secuted. He knows exactly when
the squirrels will turn up for
their evenings schedule of
harrassment and he drifts off
into dreams of huge trophy
bucks, behind every tree, which
tam out to be more squirrels!
The result is always the same.
The bowhunter begins to talk to
himself. He carries on con-
versations with his new friend.
He becomes withdrawn.' His
wife, who has gone through this
syndrome during countless
seasons, doesn't understand his
condition and his children avoid
him because they, being healthy
and gifted with boundless
energy, remind him of
squirrels. Even the family dog,
who vaguely resembles a deer,
makes herself scarce when the
bowhunter visits the family.
Bowhunters disease is not
usually terminal in nature. Lt
disappears, suddenly, when the
hunt is successful. In the case of
the unsuccessful the condition
will slowly fade away after the
first half of the season is over,
only to reappear when the split
season comes in again in
December.
Thre treatment of bowhunters
disease is quite simple. Don't
ask the infected bowhunter "did
you see anything today?" This
question will only upset him and
Lets hear it for New Jersey! Mike Fairbanks of Lakehurst,
New Jersey, and a member of the Black Knight Bow Benders,
was successful in his fourth year of hunting in LBL Mike took
his deer using a 50 lb. PSE bow and aluminum arrows. The 6
point buck weighed 130 lbs. and was taken at a distance of
33 yards. Another member of Mike's party, Al Liguori, took a
112 lb. buck just before they returned home. The party hun-
ted out of the Early American Motel at Aurora.
might make him try. Avoid
mentioning anything about
squltrels because his system
may not be able to handle a
directed question about these
pesky critters that mother
nature has sent to persecute
him. And, above all else, don't
mention other hunters because
these "squirrels" are really at
the root of his problem to begin
with.
The bowhunter can help
himself through this perilous
time of year. He should
cultivate his new friend. Get to
know him. He will fill many of
your otherwise "empty" hours
while you sit, supposedly
isolated, iji your tree stand
waiting for "your" deer. Don't
think about "squirrels" because
they are an occupational hazard
which you can do nothing about.
Think only about happy things.
Avoid losing your temper
should a "squirrel" ruin your
hunt because there is always
tomorrow or that trophy buck
which is over there, across the
field, right behind that big
cedar. . .
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
week. This rig was sitting tall on
a set of 12:00 x 16.5 mud tires
and it hauled three of us, a two
hundred gallon fuel tank full of
diesel fuel, two large side mount
tool boxes full of a thousand
pounds of assorted tools, bolts,
parts, etc., plus a huge combine
tire and wheel thru a swamp,
across a hundred acre soybean
field which was very soft, and
up a rather steep hillside to
where the combine had a flat
tire. It takes a stout, rugged
truck to do this type of thing and
let me assure you that the 1976
Dodge W200 Power Wagon is a
stout rugged truck. Dodge has
been building tough trucks since
before the big War and it looks
like the 76 model is every bit the
man its ancestors were.
Eddie Huie has got a rugged
antique four wheel drive sitting
in his back yard this week. It is
a genuine 1946 Dodge WM300
Power Wagon. He bought it
somewhere up in Illinois. The W
stands for four wheel drive, the
M designates military type, and
the 300 means a one ton payload
rating. The tires are 900 x 16 ten
and he said the old Dodge didn't
even squat.
For those of you who say that
there is no such thing as a cheap
four wheel drive I found four
this week for less than $400. I
will grant that none of them had
much of a guarantee and most
of them weren't exactly pretty
but they were genuine honest to
goodness four wheel drives with
enough parts intact to make a
pretty good rig for somebody
— who has more time than money.
One of them has just arrived in
our fair domain from the great
State of California and was
driven all the way.
My family accompanied the
Twin Lakes Four Wheelers on
their monthly run last Sunday
which took us over into some
pretty _scenic country in the
State of Tennessee. If you can
get away from the litter and the
advertising signs that adorn the
normal pathways of man you
will find that this time of the
year is just beautiful in the
midst of nature. To give you an
idea of some of the terrain we
drove over, at one point of our
Four-Wheelers in Tennessee.
ply and the fenders look like
they were hammered out of
boiler plate. The cab is rather
narrow and two is a crowd. The
engine is the old Plymouth flat
head six banger and the front
grill is made out of ,42 inch solid
steel bars welded together. The
truck suffered a mighty impact
in the side from a late model
pacsenger car. It totalled the
car and put a slight dent in the
running board of the truck. Talk
about tough. Eddie brought
home enough firewood for his





Cott Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun  1
travel there was a full bottle of
7up which was OPEN and
laying down flat in the Jeep
seat; it did NOT spill until we
got to the top of the hill, Seeing
is believing.
To those of you who have
asked about the possibility of a
four wheel drive van being
available in the near future the
answer is not this year. There
are three concerns in the west
who will take factory vans and
convert them to four wheel
drive. Cost of the conversion is
about $2000. I have been in-
formed that the dealers can
route a van from the factory to
these people and have it
delivered with the four wheel
drive installed. In one case at
least, the warranty is still good.
But none of the major
manufacturers have any plans
at the present time to mass
produce a four wheel drive van.
Have a nice week, salute your
dentist, use whatever wisdom
comes from wisdom teeth while





Frankfort, Ky. — The Ballard
County Wildlife Management
Area in Western Kentucky has
completed it selection of hun-
ters for this year's waterfowl
season and is no longer ac-
cepting applications to hunt on
the area, according to the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
Hunters who were successful
in the drawing must claim their
reservations by 5:00 a. m.
CST ) on the day of the hunt, not
at 6:00 a. m. as stated in the
Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area guide
published by the Department of
Fish and Wildlife.
Those who wish to hunt
waterfowl on the Ballard
County area but who were
unable to obtain reservations
might wish to check with one of
the several commercial hunting
preserves in the vicinity. A list
of these licensed facilities may
be obtained by writing the




On the Ballard County
Wildlife Management Area,
duck hunting will be allowed
from Dec. 11 through Jan. 20,
while the area's goose season
will open Dec. 1 and continue
through Jan. 20. There will be
no hunting on Sundays or on
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3042 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
Murray Home & Auto
The Sim lot Mit
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's Bear*
Qualified Bear Archery Service
P5oo 753-1571 ' Chow Si









Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
I. Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heels.
1203 Chestnut Phone 753-8844
Lindsey's Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
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BAYLESS GAINS GROUND - Murray's Toey Bayless (24), who picked up 46 yards in the win over Obion
Central, goes for a gain. Other Tigers are Robbie Hibbard (33), rim Lane (67) and Lindsey Hudspeth (in
foreground)
(sten notes by Sorry Drow)
Undefeated Boston Adds Winless
Portland To List Friday Night
By The Associated Press
The undefeated Boston Celt-
ics overcame the winless Port-
land Trail Blazers 112-94 for
their third victory of the season
Friday night, and though it
may have looked easy to some,
Boston Coach Tom Heinsohn
claimed afterward, "It was like
pulling teeth."
Jo Jo White garnered Boston
'scoring honors with 22 points in
the National Basketball Associ-
ation game, but Portland's tow-
ering Bill Walton took game
honors with 26 points and Sid-
ney Wicks had 23.
In other games, New Orleans
beat vlilwaukee 100-85, Buffalo
defeated Philadelphia 92-87, De-
troit topped Houston 131-127 and
Los Angeles ripped Seattle 120-
104.
While Heinsohn said Boston's
defense -worked very well," he
added remorsefully, "We could
never crack it open.
"We were up by 16 with nine
STORY OF THE GAME - Time after time, the scene was the same
Friday night as Tony Boone (62) of the Tigers smocks an offensive
player from Obion. Also in the picture for the Tigers ore Keith
Taber: (40), Kevin Shahan (21), and Donnie Winchester (64).





Offer good with this coupon. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thur-
sday evening between 4:30 and 8:00
Coupon Good Nov. 4, 5, 6
5 New Private Dining Rooms
Opening December 1
-Book Now-
minutes to go," he pointed out,
and they brought it down to
10. We couldn't really crack
them."
Portland fell behind 25-22 late
in the first period on two bas-
kets by Charlie Scott. The Celt-
s led 51-43 at the half, during
which they blocked six shots,
stole the ball a half-dozen times
and forced 13 turnovers. It was
79-67 at the end of three quar-
ters.
Meanwhile, Len Wilkins, in
his first year as strictly a
bench coach after serving as
Portland's playing-coach,
sounded hopeful in defeat.
"This was our best effort
tonight," he insisted. "If we
gave the same effort in the oth-
er games it would have been a
different story."
Jazz 100, Bucks 85
Pete Maravich and Aaron
James scored 16 points apiece
as New Orleans gained the ad-
vantage in the first quarter and
never looked back, at times
leading the winless Bucks by as
much as 23 points. It was the
fourth victory against one toss
for the Jazz while the Bucks,-
led by rookie Dave Meyers 28
points, fell to 0-3.
Braves 92, 76ers 87
''There was a little luck to-
wards the end on a couple of
shots that we could have
missed,- confessed Bob
McAdoo, who scored 25 points,
including a crucial basket in
the final minute, to keep Buf-
falo even with Boston for first
place in the Atlantic Division.
McAdoo assured, however that
the Braves now are "moving
with poise."
Buffalo Coach Jack Ramsay
felt the game was up for grabs.
"Either team could have won,"
he said.
Pistons 131, Rockets 127
With the Rockets leading 101-
97 shortly after the last period
began, the Pistons reeled off
four straight baskets, one each
by George Trapp, Curtis Rowe,
Chris Ford and Archie Clark.
The victory was the third
straight for the Pistons, 3-1. De-
troit center Bob Lanier tied
Rowe for team scoring honors
with 24 points, while Calvin
Murphy had 40 for Houston.
Lakers 120, SuperSonics 104
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar tallied
27 points, grabbed 24 rebounds
and blocked seven shots in his
home debut for the Lakers.
Cazzie Russell and Donnie
Freeman each contributed 25
points and Lucius Allen added
22 as Los Angeles.led from the
opening minute. Fred Brown
led Seattle scoring with 33
points and Tom Burleson had
21.
PLEASE NOTE
a. Effective Monday, November 3 we wi
closing time from 6:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
We will be open
7:30 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Monday thru Saturday
Closed Sunday
s Aserito CAR WASH 1102 Chestnut
Tigers Smack Obion In
Halloween Game, 14-8
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Kevin Shahan got a black eye,
Obion Central got a Christmas
present two months early and it
was all a little bit of trick or
treat.
The trick is to catch the ball.
The treat is when you don't
catch, it and it counts for a
touchdown. And that's all part
of what happened in the
Halloween Special Friday night
in Holland Stadium as Murray
High defeated Obion 14-8.
l'he was over and -Murray
High had just recorded a 14-0
win. At least everyone at the
game thought they did. But
alas, enter Santa Claus at
Halloween.
Good old Santa one of the
officials) ruled a dead-ball foul
after time had expired and a
pass had been completed. The
ball was taken down to the Tiger
18 after the penalty and thus
Obion County had one more
play.
Then came the real fun.
Racer Women Netters
Second In State Play
Western Kentucky has the
lead after the first day in the
Kentucky State Women's In-
tercollegiate Tennis Cham-
pionships.
Western has 13'-2 points while
Murray State is second with 9,
Other scores are Kentucky
Wesleyan Pi, Kentucky 6'2,
Eastern Kentucky 4, Louisville
1 12 and Morehead
The only major upsets of the
game was in the number two
singles where Kathy Cassidy of
Kentucky upset Western's
Shelly Fredlake.
Murray will have three
players in the finals of the
singles: At number one, Karen
Wets will be playing Katie
Tiger "B" Team
To Play
The Murray High "B" team
will close its season Monday.
The Tigers will be playing at
Paducah Tilghman. The contest
is set to begin at 6 p.m..
Murray's "B" team has a 2-2
record on the season.
STANDINGS
By Ilse Associated Press
Bell CoUnty 14, Harlan 6
Mercer County 20, Rockcastle
County 6
Madison Central 23, Danville 14
Shelby County 36, Oldham
County 14
Lex. Tates Creek 28, Corbin 12
Jeff. Doss 27, Jeff. Thomas Jef-
ferson 0
Lex. Sayre 14, Ky. Country Da)
Jeff. Seneca 21, Jeff. Moore 0
Jeff. Butler 13, Jeff. Southern 7




Carroll County 18, Dayton 15,
overtime
Clark County 13, Bourbon Coun-
ty 12
Russell County 12, Taylor Coun-
ty 0
Whitesburg 44, Leslie County 18
Harrodsburg 38, Berea 6
Boyle County 42, Garrard Coun-
ty 0
Somerset 44, Harrison County
14
Simon Kenton 34, Newport 22
Conner 47, Beechwood 12
Campbell County 24, Erlanger
Lloyd 22
Ft. Thomas Highlands 35, Cov-
ington Holmes 0
Cinn. McNicholas 33, Newport
Catholic 12
Ludlow 34, Bellevue 8
Dixie Heights 19, Boone County
12
Murray 14, Obion Central,
Term., 8
Raceland 15, Prestonsburg 14,
overtime
Laurel County 22, Knox Central
13
Jeff. Fern Creek 14, Jeff. East-
ern 7
Providence 14, Lou. Male 13
Lou. St. Xavier 26, Lex. Bryan
Station 6
Elizabethtown 40, LaRue Coun-
ty 12
Meade County 28, Nelson Coun-
ty 14
Mt. Sterling 46, Bath County 0
Lou. DeSales 33, Lou. Central 0
Boyd County 3, Russell 0
Ashland 56, Covington Catholic
14
Chattanooga, Term., Baylor 43,
Lou. Shawnee 0
Jeff. Fairdale 19, Jeff, Ballard
12
Jeffersontown 20, Jeff. Valley 0
Jeff. Westport 3, Jeff. Stuart 0
Bowling Green 41, Hopkinsville
23 '
Paducah Tilghman 27, Chris-
tian County 0
Belfry 36, Greenup County fi
Louisa 34, West Carter 3
Fairview 27, Johnson Central 0
Butler County 18, McLean
County 6 •
Strodoz of Western. Judy
Sherrill will be playing against
Adphone Langridge of Western
in the number two single finals
while at number six, Lynn
Martin will play Suzanne
Johnson of Western.
Sindy Mackovick, the
Racers' number two player, lost
to Western in the singles while
at number three, Sandy
Mackovick lost to Janice Mucci
of Kentucky Wesleyan.
One Murray team remains
alive in the doubles. The
Macovicks will be playing at
number one against a team
from Eastern Kentucky.
Quarterback Brent Cary
unloaded a pass in the endzone
to Ernie Wright Wright was
surrounded by four Tigers and
the ball hit Shahan right in the
eye.
After it hit Shahan, it bounced
into Wright's hands and right on
the ground. However, the of-
ficials ruled Wright held it long
enough and thus the shutout bid
by the Tigers went down the
drain, or out the pumpkin.
Just for the record, quar-
terback Terry Taylor (Obion
Central alternated signal
callers on each play) threw the
conversion pass to Ross Shelton
and that made it 14-8.
When the touchdown was
signaled good by the officials,
Tiger Coach John Hina charged
on to the field to voice his
disagreement.
"I definitely don't think that
he ( Wright) had possession of
the ball. He muffled it, but so
did we. We had four people
covering him and there's just no
way he had the ball long enough
for it to be called a touchdewn."
As far as the game, it didn't
make that much difference. But
to folks like Tony Boone and
Andy Ryan, it meant a heck of a
lot.
Boone, who recorded a school
record of 23 tackles last year in
a win at Hopkinsville, had his
best game of the season. And so
did Ryan.
UP THE MIDDLE Tailback Darrel Foster (31) of Murray High
goes up the middle for a gain 'past Mon Central. Foster, who
come in the game is the third period, had several fine carries again-
st the Rebels. - -
We o (irked hard for that
shutout and I thought we should
have had it," Boone said.
Boone was in charge of the
game the whole night. The only
time he didn't control what was
happening when Obion had the
ball was on the disputed TD.
The rest of the time, he was all
over the field hunting heads.
"Boone and Ryan definitely
had their best games of the
year," Hina said. "We're not
really upset about the game.
It's just that we wanted that
shutout so badly."
The first half, it looked like
Murray High might blow Obion
off the field.
Just two and a half minutes
into the contest, tailback Lind-
sey Hudspeth scored on a 26-
yard run and Tim Lane added
the PAT to give Murray a 7-0
lead.
Then early in the second
period, quarterback Roger
Grogan scored on one-yard
plunge and again Lane added
the PAT to make it 14-0.
Murray had a bundle of
chances to score in the game
but just couldn't come up with
the big play in the second half.
Tailback Hudspeth was the
offensive star of the game as he
rushed for 119 yeards in one of
his best efforts of the season.
In the statistics, Murray had
204 on the ground and 53 yards
in the air for a total of 257. Obion
had 127 yards on the ground and
77 in the air for a total of 204.
Todd klmirrison had a fumble
recovery in the contest and
Keith Tabers came up with an
interception,
"We were disappointed we
didn't score more but we did
score enough to win and that's
the most important thing,"
Hina said.
"It seemed like the at-
mosphere for the game was
very enthusiastic. We got out in
front early and relaxed a little
too much on offense."
There were a couple of bright
spots in the contest. One was the
outstanding running of tailback
Darrell Foster who came in the
game in the third period. Also,
the Tigers seemed to ( at times)
block better than they have any
time this year.
Obion Central dops to 5-4 for
the season while Murray is now
4-5.
Next Friday, the Tigers host
Todd Central in the final game
of the season.
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger it Thugs by
5:30 p.m. are urged to cell
753-1916 Isttviecia 5:30 p.
and 6 p. ri. to insure
delivery of tte newspaper.









November 1 & 2
The shoot will begin Saturday at 10:00 a. mm. until dark, Sun-
day 1:00 p. m. until dark.
There will be a beginners trap.
* Prizes*
Shells-Hams-Money




Having an electric heat pump in your home is
like getting part of your energy free.
Because for every unit of electricity the heat
pump uses in heating the average home, it produces
two units of heat. That makes the heat pump about
200 percent efficient in the TVA area. And that makes
the heat pump the most efficient heating device
you can buy today.
A heat pump has the added plus of offering you
year-round comfort. It will automatically reverse its
operation in the summer to keep you cool.
Consider installing a heat pump in your home.
It will give you year-round comfort for lower
operating costs. See us for more information about




















































































































Minnesota Win Would Mean Much
Less Than Victory For Bengals
By BRUCE LOWM'
AP Sports Writer
For the Minnesota Vikings,
another victory means little
more than a better shot at per-
fection. But for the Cincinnati
Bengali, it could mean not only
perfection but survival itself.
The Vikings and Bengals take
perfect 6-0 records into their
National Football League
games Sundt'', the Vikings vis-
iting the Gilben Bay Packers
and the Bengals hosting the de-
fending champion Pittsburgh
Steelers.
But while the Vikings are
cruising comfortably along, ap-
parently en route to another
title in the National Confer-
ence's Central Division, the
Bengals are literally fighting
for their lives, playoff-wise.
They're only a game ahead of
the Steelers and the rejuve-
nated Houston Oilers in the
American Conference's Central
Division. So a loss by Cincin-
nati could leave first place split
three ways.
In Sunday's other games, it's
Houston at Kansas City, Dallas
at Washington, Hew England at
St. Louis, Atlanta at New Or-
leans, Buffalo at the New York
Jets, Cleveland at Baltimore,
Miami at Chicago, Oakland at
Denver and Detroit at San
Francisco. On Monday night
it's Los Angeles at Phila-
delphia.
San Diego was at the New
York Giants today.
"It's a lot bigger game for
them than it is for us," Cincin-
nati wide receiver Isaac Curtis
Says of Pittsburgh. "They can't
afford to fall very far behind
us." The Steelers are unbeaten
in their last eight road games—
but they haven't won in Cincin-
nati since 1971. In fact, that 21-
13 victory was the only one in
the clubs' 10-game series which
the home team has lost.
Pittsburgh linebacker Andy
Russell acknowledges the im-
portance of the game, too. "We
don't want to get into the posi-
tion where we're hoping that
somebody helps us," he says.
"We could have a better record
last Year (1044).an4 still.
hot make the playoffs."
The Bengals, who slipped
past Atlanta 21-14 last weekend,
will be relying heavily on Ken
Anderson's passing mastery—
but they'll have to have more.
No team in the NFL is better
at stopping the pass than Pitts-
burgh.
The Steelers will have their
work cut out for them, too. Cin-
cinnati ranks second only to
league4eading Oakland in AFC
total defense. They're expected
to have quarterback Terry
Bradshaw and fullback Franco
Harris back at full strength.
Bradshaw suffered a strained
tendon in his knee last week in
a 16-13 squeaker over Green
Bay while Harris is nursing a
sore toe.
The Packers lost their first
four games before upending
Dallas and coming close to
doing the same to the Steelers.
"We'll correct those mistakes
we made against Pittsburgh—
and then Minnesota had better
look out," said Green Bay pass-
catcher Steve Odom. "We're
getting better and better."
Vikings Coach Bud Grant
couldn't deny that. "The Pack-
ers looked tough against Pitts-
burgh," he said. "Both the Chi-
cago Bears (Minnesota's vic-
tims last Monday night) and
the Packers are under new
leadership and will keep im-
proving as the season contin-
ues."
Coach Bart Starr is encour-
aged by the Pack's improve-
ment the past two games.
"From a psychological stand-
point, I think it's helped," he
said. "I think our people now
recognize the level we have to
perform at to win. But the Vik-
ings are playing better now
than I've ever seen them play."
The Oilers and Chiefs carry
three-game winning streaks
into their game at Arrowhead
Stadium, where Houston hasn't
won since 1967, seven games
ago. Kansas Qty, 3-3, is also
nurturing sowe playoff hopes.
The Chiefs and Denver are only
a game back of first-place Oak-
land in the AFC West.
The situation is similarly tan-
gled in the NFC East, with Dal-
las leading Washington and St.
Louis by one game. "This is a
championship game," Washing-
ton Coach George Allen said of
his Redskins' battle with the
Cowboys.
"We've got a great rivalry
going. The games the last four
years have all been criti-
cal...That stuff about Dallas re-
building this year—I never
bought it in the first place," Al-
len added. As far as I'm con-
cerned, Dallas is the team to
bealaiisether they're in first
Second place or what-
ever. We have to play our best
game of the year all the way
around."
The Cardinals must try to
cool off New England rookie
quarterback Steve Grogan, who
passed for two touchdowns a
week ago after replacing rein-
jured Jim Plunkett. Atlanta
goes with a new quarterback,
too. Kim McQuilken, taking
over for injured Steve Bar-
tkowski, will be aiming to ruin
Ernie Hefferle's debut as the
Saints' new head coach.
Buffalo's O.J. Simpson, who
boomed his way for 173 yards
in this year's season opener, a
42-14 thrashing of the Jets,
needs a little more than half
that against them this time--89
yards, to be exact—to reach 1,-
000 for the season. The Jets
have allowed 88 points in their
last two games.
Seals Outskated In 2-0
Loss To Atlanta Flames
By The Associated Press
Comcb Jack Evans conceded
that his California Golden Sells
''were outskated for the first
BONE STRIKES AGAIN — Murray II* lbsubsekor Tour loons
(62) makes another tackle while Tony Thunaund (60), Athf 
Ryas
(66), David Cathey (70) and Kevin Shahan 
(21) are also in the pic-
Ivre for tb• Tigers.
(S444 Mesese by Marry Draw)
A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM
FRANCES JONES MILLS
I 'May *Gibing more then being
of —Service to Others!" What
you and I went is honest, geed
goverantent1 king • meeker of
the legisiortere and serving be
the three branches of Gevern-
moat qualifies met. administer
the office of State Treasurer
with distinction. My desire will
he to invest Sties monies to the
best sodomite's, of all Ken-
tuckians.
I need and want your vote. Please help me so I can be proud of
what you and your County does for me in November 4th.
PLEASE VOTE
FRANCES JONES MILLS
DEMOCRAT FOR STATE TREASURER
Immediate Past-President, National Appellate Clerks; for-
mer teacher; medical assistant to father. W. H. Jones, M. D.;
Baptist.; Order of Eastern Star; Business and Professional
Women's Club.
Pahl for by Frances Jones Mills Campaign Fund. Leciean liamilton, Trrasurrr,
111 Maplewrirel Place. Glasgow. Ky 42121
time in 11 games" in a 2-0 loss
to the Atlanta Flames in Fri-
day's only National Hockey
League game.
And Coach Fred Creighton
agreed in different words: "We
seemed to have more legs than
they did in the second and third
periods."
Goalie Phil Myre turned back
17 California shots for his shut-
out to keep the Seals, 3-6-2, win-
less for their fourth staight
game.
In the night's two World
Hockey Association games, the
Cleveland Crusaders whipped
the Quebec Nordiques 6-2 and
the New England Whalers and
Edmonton Oilers battled to a 2-
2 tie.
Atlanta's Curt Bennett deflec-
ted a 15-foot shot off Seals de-
fenseman Mike Christie at 9:28
of the first period, and Tim Ec-
clestone got the second goal for
the Flames on a breakaway at
8:43 of the third period.
"As soon as Atlanta gets a
lead—and all they need is just
one goal—they play tough and
you can't get anywwhere," said
California goalie Gilles Me-
loche.
In the last two periods, the
Seals had only seven shots, in-
cluding a third-period !W._ by _
Dave Hrechkosy that resulted
in what Hrechkosy called
Myre's "biggest save of the
game."
"I had the shot going for the
lower left corner, and he check-
ed it with his skate," said
Hrechkosy. "They checked us a
lot closer tonight than they did
in Atlanta."
California beat the Flames in
Atlanta 4-3 in the season opener
for both teams. Atlanta lost its
next three before picking up to
a 44-1 record to tie the New
York Rangers for third in their
division.
"We had a lot more chances
opening night than we did
tonight," said Creighton, "but
tonight we checked a lot better,
especially in the second and
third periods."
Crusaders 6, Nordiques 2
Rich Leduc scored three
goals and assist and Al
McDonough added a pair of
goals to lead Cleveland Crusad-
ers past Quebec. Leduc scored
twice in the second period and
completed his har trick in the
fully! period.
Whalers 2, Oilers 2, tie
Bruce MacGregor's goal at
4:07 of the third period gave •
Edmonton its tie with New
England. That tally came just
25 seconds after Ron Climie
had put the Oilers ahead with a
power play goal.














WIN SIZE !E 
A rn.66
100% polyester filled de-
luxe seamless quilted mat-
tress pad and cover.
Check your stock of tools
and come to Big K for the










































Brush dean uppers with white top-
stitch trim, good fit hidden gore, no-
slip easy walking sole, Teens & wo-
rnens sizes to 10, in black.
  BIG K 
5 x 7 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
ONLY 890
FROM YOUR FAVORITE KODACOLOR
NEGATIVE OR SLIDE
COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER.
OFFER EXPIRES Jan • 15, 1976
753-8777
Limit Rights Reserved
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Treatment Of Retarded Called Cruel And Unusual In Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Treatment for mentally re-
tarded offenders in Kentucky's
correctional institutions
amounts to "cruel and unusu-





has released the honor roll for
the first grading period at North
Calloway Elementary School.
Students on the honor roll are:
SIXTH GRADE-John Smith,
Jeffrey Thorn, Marsha Turner,
Reginia Walker, Gay Woodall,
Scotty Wyatt, Jill Barnes, Terry
Bourland, John Cathey,
Robert Crick, Kelly Crouse,
Craig Darnell, Keith Edwards,
Lonna Furr, Julie Gargus,
Jackie Hale, Kevin Hopkins,
Rachel Lamb, Mitze McCallon.
SEVENTH GRADE-Monica
Brown, Cindy Carson, Scott
Coleman, Marcia Cunningham,
Celisa Curd, Gina Gargus, Jena
Hoke, Karen McKinney, Sheri
Outland, Cornelia Jackson,




Kelly Rogers, Randy Stone,
Terresa Stuckey, Sheila
Rutland, Marty Wyatt, Cheryl
Scott.
EIGHTH GRADE-Jane
Greer, Kerry Lamb, Kathy
Lovett, Debra Pritchett, Roger
Garland, Dale Finney, Liza
Bazzell, Michael Dillon,
Timmy Feltner, Laura Fones,
Tiunmi Crouse, David Thorn,
Karon Walker, Sharon Walker,
Kim Willie.
by the Legislative Research
Commission says.
-Incarcerating the mentally
retarded in Kentucky's prisons,
where they receive no treat-
ment and are subjected to
abuse, is an unconstitutional
'cruel and unusual punish-
menC,- the report, released
Tuesday, said.
The report was prepared in
response to a 1974 legislative
resolution which directed an
evaluation of the treatment and
care of the mentally retarded
in Kentucky's correctional in-
stitutions.
LRC researchers found that
as of June, 1974, there were 122
inmates, or 5.2 per cent of the
prison population, with IQs of
70 or below, considered re-
Larded. Another 437, or 18.9 per
cent, had IQs between 70 and
85, considered borderline retar-
dation.
The report urged that men-
tally retarded offenders be
se-aparated from other criminal
offenders-both to improve
their chances of adapting to
society and to reduce the op-
portunity for physical or sexual
abuse from other inmates.
The report also urged the
governor to order the new max-
imum security prison to be
used as an institution for some
_ scHooL
LUNCH MENU
School lunch menus for the
Murray City Schools have been
released by Glinda Jeffrey,
supervisor. The menus are
subject to occasional change,
Mrs. Jeffrey said. They are as
follows:
Murray High-Monday-
bologna and cheese sandwich,
corn dog, potato salad, peaches,
green beans, peanut butter
cookie; Tuesday-chicken,
ravioli, creamed potatoes,
green peas, carrots, chocolate
cake; Witnesday-tacos,
spaghetti, white beans, mixed
fruit, tossed salad, chocolate
pudding; Thursday-chili; beef
stew, pimento cheese sandwich,
applesauce, lime gelatin on
pineapple, cookie; Friday-
pizza, hot dog, pork and beans,
corn, mixed fruit, peanut butter
and crackers.
Featured each day is the
'hamburger line and served
each day are milk, bread, and
butter.
Murray Middle-Monday-
pizza or hamburger, buttered
potato, carrots, cookie;
Tuesday-chicken or ham-
burger, green peas, creamed
potatoes, rolls and jelly with
chicken, cookie with ham-
burger; Wednesday-ham
sandwich or hamburger, white
beans, rosy applesauce,
chocolate pudding; Thursday-
vegetable soup or hamburger,
peanut butter and jelly sand-




green peas, cookie; Tuesday-
tacos, white beans, fruit gelatin,
peanut butter and graham
crackers; Wednesday-
chicken, creamed potatoes,
green beans, scooter pie;
Thursday-hamburger, potato
chips, biittered carrots, ap-
plesauce cake.
Milk, bread, and butter are
served daily. No school will be
held Friday at Murray Middle,
Carter and Robertson Schools
due to the scheduled Parent-
Teacher Conferences.
300 mentally retarded and bor-
derline retarded inmates, who
are currently housed at the
penitentiaries in La Grange and
Eddyville. The report also rec-
ommended that the state build
a new facility, or modify an
existing one, for retarded juve-
nile offenders.
Charles J. Holmes, state
Commissioner of Corrections,
acknowledged that treatment of
mentally retarded offenders is
a problem, but he said there is
some treatment for retarded
prisoners at La Grange. At Ed-
dyville "here are no real spe-
cialized programs," he said.
Holmes also said a master
plan is being prepared by a
consulting firm that includes




Many lives could be saved
from fire or explosion in high-
r Ise buildings if evacuees
were allowed to use eleva-
tors, a University of Cali-
fornia architecture research
team says.
The researchers believe the
use of elevators as escape
routes will require "a change
in basic thinking" and a revi-
sion of budding codes.
Rheumatic heart is
still health menace
Doctors say prevention or
early cure of all congenital
heart defects may be near.
Meanwhile, rheumatic
heart disease still affects
100,000 children and more























I WENT 'TRICK OR TREATING"
LAST NIGHT AND AU. 1601




I AT IN A PUMPKIN
PATCH FOR A WEEK, AND













IT HEAPED INTO A DEAD ENO!
Now WE'VE GOT IT, WHAT'LL WE
  DO wiTH IT 2
  NOW THAT 51-1 45 A -14Awr"-WIDDER
5HE OOT 4ONe5n-YAN' HONORABLY CATCH
ONG 01 )6 IN TN' SADIE- HAWKINS DAY Rici. CE,
BER r-
_
AN' NO HANG IN' BACK !!--
MASS TH' CODE 0' TH'
CHILLS" 
-The whole thing boils down
w the buck," he said. "The dol-
lar buys the program, and it
buys the people to put on the
program."
Holmes also said he knew of
no specific instances of abuse
of retarded prlioners by other
.nmates.
He pointed out that the men-
"ally retarded have been im-
prisoned for a reason. "They're
offenders," he said. 'They
have been committed by the
courts, legally, and many were
in for serious crimes."
The report also said educa-
tor) is the key to providing ef-
• fective treatment for retarded
offenders.
-The number of individuals
who work within the correction-
al system and who cannot dis-
tinguish the mentally retarded
from the mentally ill as well as
the number who have no knowl-
edge of the problem, is surpris-
ing," the report said.
It added that not only those
persons, but also the judges,
police and lawyers must be
educated so they can recognize
the retarded offender and sug-




FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)11/4
Good planetary influences
encourage vigorous action and
plans made for the good of all
concerned. You may have the
opportunity to capitalize on a
hobby.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Watch for signs of indolence,
carelessness, anything that
slows progress. These in-
clinations are possible now, and
it will be up to you to curb them.
( 
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) nage'
You are mostly on your own to
manipulate this day as you will.
Start optimistically and
maintain a pace which permits
occasional reviewing to avoid
pitfalls.
CANCER
t June 22 to July 23) 03/0
Don't lose patience with
slower, even aggravating
persons: it will only upset you,
may result in fruitless disputes.
Also, avoid pessimists and
trouble-makers.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 12441
Cooperation with others could
pave your road to happy
satisfaction. There's more to
this day than shows on the
surface.
VIRGO
(Aug, 24 to Sept. 23'i W011,
You may run into some
unusual situations now. Be your
innately judicious self and you
should be able to cope well.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 illeral
A good day for planning next
week's activities. But make
some time for relaxation.
Personal relationships, social
interests and travel especially
favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 rkfltP
This could be a mild period
unless you put your usual fire
and buoyance into it. Com-
municate with those who share
your interests. A pooling of
ideas could prove highly
profitable.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You will probably be more
interested in future potentials
than in weekend merry-making.
This is all to the good since
some fine opportunities are in
the offing.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
Wait before you offer an
opinion, think twice before
acting on decisions made in
1:5•W'
)twik0
haste. Aim higher than you
expect to reach and results will
surprise you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your instinct to help others
may be needed suddenly, and in
a most unexpected area. It isn't
likely that you'll be found
wanting.
PISCES
t Feb. 20 to Mar. 2€14 X
A promising 'outlook, but
reject dubious ideas and
suggestions. Determine the
worth of all propositions before
commitment. And DO avoid a
tendency toward procras-
tination.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with remarkable in-
tuition, insight and a subtle
sense of humor. Although Un-
demonstrative most of the time,
you are, nevertheless, devoted
to family and friends, and will
never let them down. Ex-
tremely versatile, you could
make an outstanding success in
the business world, where your
gift of leadership would be
invaluable; can write bril-
liantly, and have a talent for
acting. Also, like many others of
your Sign, you could excel in the
law t often leading to states-
manship) and are a born
physician. Birthdate of: Daniel
Boone, Amer. frontiersman;





"The Terrible Cost of Sin"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Rev. Jerrell White at the
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
November 2, at the Memorial
Baptist Church. His scripture
will be from Joshua 7 and
Romans 5:8-21.
The -Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Rev. Ron Hampton,
will sing the hymn, "Whiter
Than Snow" at the morning
service.
Hayden Rickman, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning service. Tommy
Wilkins is director of Church
ng at 9:40 a.m.
rmon topic for the 6:30
service will be "The
Second Try" with scripture
from Joshua 8 by Rev. White.
The Youth Choir will bring
special music.
Larry Lyles will be director
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25 LaSsos • 35
26 Meeting rooms 38










































































regular display, must be




ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.
NOTICE
Approximately 12.000 sq. ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets, Western
Dark Tobacco Paclung Corp.,










Comprehensive Care. . .
 7534622
Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED








The honor roll tor the first
grading period at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School
has been released by Roy
Cothran, principal. Those




Kerry Compton, Milde Cooper,
Tad Dowdy, Melissa Farris,
Patrice Fleming, Mark
Jackson, Dan Key, David
Lockhart, Marcy Miller, Brad
Miller, Damietta Morris, Tina
Morris, Darrell Overby, Lisa





Cooper, David Conner, Joyce
Deering, Kim Ervin, Keith
Ford, Jimmy Gentry, Roger
Guthrie, Micky Hutson, Danny
Lamb, Ttm McAlister, Marty
McCuiston, Brenda Murdock,
Lou Ann Osborn, Tracy Steele.
EIGHTH GRADE-Susan
Byars, Joy Kelso, Cathy
Crawford, Melissa • Wert
Joanna Fleming,, Shirley
Elkins, Tripp Furches, Amanda
Dunn, Keisha Lassiter, Lori
Buchanan, Lisa McBride, Keith
Overby, Meleah Paschall, Mike
Rogers, Denise Rutherford,




Classes held in Surd
Art • $3.00 includes all
supplies









Call Sonya Futrell, 753-
Crafts Unlimited
Ohm* nos
I We now halvek"7o.uriv.musical at-
tachments for your Christmas
decorations. Also straw wreaths
and all sorts of ideas for your
Christmas holiday.
LOSE WEIGHT with
New Shape Tablets and
Hydrex Water Pills.
Holland Drugs, 109 South
4th, Murray, Ky.




BER Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. 753.9067.
GIFT TIME Gift Catalog,
with a whole world of new






4-is. aid 6-is. ATTIC
INSULATION












Sean Cita* Sales brews tat lee
'LARRY LYLES
• ill lire toy a het estimate dial
753-2310





WE WISH to express our
thanks and deep ap-
preciation for the many
acts of kindness shown us
during the loss of our
loved one, James 0.
Futrell. A special thanks
to Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home for their
gracious services, Rev. A.
M. Thomas, and Rev. R.
J. Burpoe for their words
of comfort, Mrs. Otto
Erwin for the beautiful
music and to all our
friends and neighbors for
their prayers, flowers,
food and each expression
of sympathy that was
given to us. Our thanks,
and God bless each one of
you.
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Lost And Found
I"VE LOST MY CAT!
Brown, white, black and
red Tabby. Big female
v.ith 4 white feet. Vacinity
of Robertson Elementary
School. Call if you can
help ine, 753-7808.
lAPST RACOON with flea
collar, in vacinity of
College Farm Road.
Reward offered. Call 753-
9075.
LOST YOUNG ADULT
male cat. Solid white,
greyish-green eyes, white
plastic flea collar. An-
swers to the name of
WINTER. Reward of-
fered. Please call 753-2428
before 5, after 5 753-7222.
LOST OR STOLEN an
heirloom diamond, white
gold ring in the vacinity of
Springer and Franklin
Hall. Reward offered.











Many in stock 'to choose
from. Any size built to
order. Protect your lawn
and garden tools. Buy a
storage building now.
Prices will never be
lower. We will be closed
for the seasons from
November 15- 1975 to
March 15, 1976. Hick's




lakes area business. Ex-
cellent supplemental in-
come for part time
work. Operate from
home. Great potential
for expansion. Will pay







1...421 L NI' 1E 10 MN
14 Want To Bo
MEAT EQUIPMENT,
saws, grinders, etc. Call




white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 3544440.
15 Articles For Sale
BAR WITH 2 matching




and service. Call 753-6855
or 753-7570.
8 CLOTHING RACKS.
Sturdy one inch metal
pipe rack, 6 ft. long. Five
single racks for long
clothing, $8.00 each.
Three double racks for
shorter clothing, $10.00
each. Call 753-7853.
TWO 12" FORD plows,
myers water pump, 1/2 h.
p. 26" three speed bicycle.
Air compressor and spray
gun and controls. One set
gas logs with tanks.
Littleston 7' six inch
cutter. Call 753-4539.
KODAK INSTAPAATIC
91117 movie projector. For





Half price. Call 753-8036.
19 Farm Equipment





16 pr. TILT trailer Call
753-7370.
Farm Equipment 7' Ford




CLUBS, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.




MELO Of Mil TN
BENNETT RESPIRATOR
machine. Same as new.
Call 753-0638.
GOOD JAP HAY. Call 753-
6856 or 753-4631.





Mathes color console T.




guage pump shotgun and





dark blue cushions, ex-
cellent condition. $25.00
each. Call 743-9630.
USED TWIN SIZE mat-
tress and box springs.








For the took of Tomorrow, .
Put Marble in your Bathroom today.







Modern aleavfectiorisig *at in Paris, Tenn, has im-
mediate parlament openings for individual's who meld
tfw fallowital qualifications:
1. Minimum of 2 years industrial supervisory ex-
porienco.
2. Mast have related asackistary or nosiateitatica ex-
perience.
3. Most be able to cammoniarto sroll with people.
4. Only those with shove tookficotioas owed apply.
Outstasmilog Salary & Triage Programs Available
Successful applicants-will be experienced di
aggressive individuals with proven ability to com-
municate. .
Seed resowie inch/ditto salary requirements to.
P.O. Box 610
Paris, Tem. 38242
An Equal Opportunity 'employer
ANTIQUE LIGHTENING
sailboat, no. 533, two suits
of sails. As is. $225. Call
354-6561.
1975 DELTA PRO BASE
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power









for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
FENCE SALE lowest price
this year on chain link
fencing. Call Larry Lyles
at SEARS for free
estimate. Sale expires
November 5th. Call 753-
2310.
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
1971 LE TON Ford tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburator.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back







011 AMP Electric service




23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
control, all crystals in-
cluded. External PA jack.
Phone 7534753.
For Sale







27 Mob,le Home Sales
i.973 12 xIS, two bedroom






and dryer. Call 753-4038
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
clean. On 3 lots, 100 x 186.
Five minutes from lake.
In the Mt. Carmel Church
area. Call 502-436-2419.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






"-THEN rt mom?. wE'RE WING "to HAvE
UNITY AT OUR CONVENTION EVEN IF WE HAVE
TO F3E AT 90MEBOOY/5 BRAIN5 OUT."
21. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.
28 Heating & Cooling
BRAND NEW AIR con-
dition. Large. $175.00, or
best offer. Call 767-6643.
Also, AKC Registered 9
month old Doberman
Pinscher, $100.00.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 1 50 AND 12 x 60 all
electric, recent model
mobile homes. Both have
central heat with air
conditioning. One, two
bedroom and one, three
bedroom. Located con-
veniently in Riviera Cts.




for 1 person. Call 7534482
or 753-3895.
NEW 12 x 50, 2 bedroom
mobile home. All electric
central heat and air.
Large lot. 3% miles from
Murray. Phone 753-7381 or
753-3745 after 5 p. m.
12 x IS, ALL ELECTRIC, 2
bedroom, 2 baths, water
and garbage pickup
furnished. $50.00 deposit,
$125.00 per month. Call
753-2377.
12 FT. WIDE, 2 bedroom,
natural gas heat, air
conditioned. Call 753-9867
after 8, 753-4171 days.
TRAILER SPACE for rent.
Stella Trailer Park.
Phone 753-2493 after 4:30.
30. Business Rentals
SERVICE STATION
located at the corner of U.
S. 641 and Glendale Road,




within Murray area. Have
references. Call 7534292.





bill paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Start at
120.00 per month. Call 753-
8668.
32 Apartments For Rent
EXTRA NICE one
bedroom furnished
apartment. Next to White
Hall. $105.00 per month.
Call 753-3805.
FURNISHED APART-





ment all carpet, disposal,
range, dish washer,
washer, dryer hookup.
Central heat and air,













Ray Apartments. Next to
Fairgrounds. Call 753-3139
after 6.
TWO TOY POODLES, 3
months old. (inc male and
one female $50.00 each.
Call 753-0757
34. Houses For Rent
ON 1635 FARMER. Call
753-8686.
SEVEN ROOM house,
newly decorated. Call 753-
7874.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
Pi bath, $125.00 per
month. Lynnwood
Heights. West Grove
Drive. Call 328-8255 or 382-
2731.
36. For Rent Or Lease
OR SALE, NEW
BUSINESS Building on
641 South. 1200 square
feet. Central heat, air,
fully carpeted, storage
room, office room, bath,
plate glass front on large
lot. By owner Hillman
Coles, Route 4, Murray,
Ky. Phone 7534897.
37 Livestock Supplies
EIGHT PIGS for sale. Call
474-2301.
REGISTERED POLLED
HEREFORD bulls, 7 no.
to 15 no. Also cows, bred







Collie puppies, 3 months
old. Females, $25 00,
each. Call 753-5107.
AKC REGISTERED, tiny
toy Poodle puppies. Also
one AKC German









located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
AN INTERIOR DECORATOR
ceoldn't Is betted This einsfy
decorated 3 beams hetet is
lanoteil sa a flank let IN an as-
What asighkerieed. Deal
take ow wad ghost it's at-
tractivesees. Sne far yeersoN.
And it's sat, $32,150
T141 FUNNY SMELL is fresh sar
sad roe ow enjoy it to your
hearts content ea tin 7 sae
niedfarei. Litcatisa, 44 East
Nem, 3 haireese brick with
fireplace; Lao& flowed for
stock said with geed gerilem
spot; Price, 534.004.
SPORTSMAN'S HIDEOUT, baps
to this 'Werke.? camps fee
year beating es fishily Min.
Teel find an excelloot view,
year owe beat dock, and a
fireplace le warm op by. Ws
Is. suitable ter yew ereeed
hag. $24,500.
Wises Rani Estate
across fru• post office
Photo 753-3263 Anytime
ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom house on large
wooded lot near Carter
School. Newly decorated
inside and outside. Large
living room, dining room,
bath, kitchen and extra






payments are lower than
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only




Broker, 753-7116 for ap-
pointment
CUSTOM HOMES built on





within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
ON OLD CONCORD Road.
We have listed Pe acres.
Presently used as hog
farm. There are out-
buildings and a good well.
Priced to sell at $15,000.




at edge of Murray, 3
bedrooms, den, 1 car
garage, carpeted, central
heat and air, only 4 years
old, range and oven,
priced to sell at $28,750
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
South 12th, 753-3597.
FOR YOUR insurance,
Real Estate and Auction
service, with experienced
personnel, contact
Wilson's office at 202
South 4th Street, across
from the post office or call
753-3263 anytime, day,
night and holidays.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER. Three
bedroom brick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
















$20,000. Call 753-4074 or
753-1311.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home fully carpeted.
Attached garage. Den.
Acre of land, apple trees.
Located on 641 South,
Murray. Call 753-0154.
THE QUALIFIED per-
sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-53.15 after 5:00 p.
in
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
(X)LLEtTORS CARS. 1955
T-Bird, 3 speed w-0. D.
very rare. Both tops. New
tires 1957 T-Bbd auto
Both tops. With AM, FM
and tape, new radial
tres
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1958 T-Bird, one owner
Montana car. No rust.
New Ares. All way above
average. Drive
anywhere. Priced to sell.
See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call
4924165.
10611 CHEVY VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1975
VW Serico. Call 753-0963.
BM VW, SUNROOF, new
paint, new interior, new
battery, excellent con-
dition. Asking 225.00. Call
492-8322.





1969 CHEVROLET Bel Air,
4 door sedan. Power
steering. Good gas
mileage. Call 753-7271.
1972 NOVA, make offer.
Call 753-9168.
FIREBIRD FORMULA
400. With U. S. mags in
good condition. Call 753-
7947.
1973 GRAND PRIX. Power
steering and brakes, tape
player, cruise control.
One owner, bought new in
Paducah. Call 7534965.
1967 DATSUN 4 door
wagon, automatic.
$475.00. Extra nice, 1970
Chrysler Newport. Call
489-2596.
1966 FORD ECONO VAN
with rear seat, windows
on all sides, Phone 436-
2195.
1972 FORD FIN pickup.
1966 Chrvrolet pickup.




1970 T-BIRD, full power
and air. AM stereo and
tape. New radials. Call
753-8161.
1973 CHEVROLET, 12 foot,
flat dump, 2 ton. Call 753-
7370.
50 Campers
22 FT. FULLY SELF-
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows










Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1  mile east






work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
delivered anywhere. Call
ROSS, 436-2506, open 7
days a week.














work. Gravel and top soil.





Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
FIREWOOD CUT to order.
Will deliver or if you have
the wood I will cut it for
you. Call 489-2255.
ARC REGISTERED, Irish
Setter. Stud for service.
Call 437-4620.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or












TRICIAN - Prompt ef-
ficient service. No job too











Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.




No jobs too small. Cal!




WILL DO carpentry jobs,

















Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-




house cat. Must have good




months old. Call 753-9863.
FREE TWO PART Collie
puppies, one part
Labrador Retriever
puppies. All brown, 7
weeks old. Healthy and
cute. Call 753-4307.
FREE, 2 KITTENS. Seven



















1974 Hi-Quality Paint at 1932 Prices
Cannot Buy Bettor Paint For Loss Money.
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Church of Christ Services Planned Here For Sunday
Deaths and Funerals
Sister Of Murray Funeral Is Sunday
Man Dies Thursday For Mr. Ebe Lyons
At Paducah Home
Mrs. Mamie Marie Wallace,
60, died at 7:45 p.m. Thursday
at her home, 828 S. 5th St.,
Paducah.
Mrs. Wallace and her
husband, Jessie Wallace, owned
and operated Wallace Resale
Shop on the Old Benton Road,
Paducah.
She was born in Tennessee
and was a member of the
Church of God, Old Mayfield
Road, Paducah.
Besides her husband, Mrs.
Wallace is survived by five
sons, Bobby, Donald and Billy
Ray Gordon, and Harold and
Tommy Wallace, all of
Paducah; three daughters,
Mrs. Lula Kidd, Mrs. Rudean
Willhelm and Mrs. Peggy
Wilkins, all of Paducah; eight
brothers, Cecil Prentice, Joe,
David and Raymond Evitts, all
of Paducah, Jim Evitts of
Texas, Preston Evitts of Ten-
nessee and Clyde Evitts of
Murray; a sister, Mrs. Verne
Hillard of Paris, Tenn.; 24
grandchildren and eight great
greandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
pending at Lindsey Funeral
Home where friends may call.
Halloween. . .
(Continued from Page it
Ten carloads ofetate troopers
rolled into Taylorsville, and
they were greeted with a bar-
rage of eggs.
"They egged state police cars
as soon as they pulled in, be-
cause they got here one car at
a time," Waldridge said. But
after they all arrived it was
over because the crowd left.
Some say they used tear gas
but I didn't see it."




Dr. R. Lofton Hudson will be
the speaker at the 10:45 a.m.
and seven p.m. services on
Sunday, November 2, at the
First Baptist Church.
Special music at the morning
services will be the Adult Choir,
directed by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music,
with Mrs. John Bowker as
organist.
Dr. Kenneth Winters, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
morning services, along with
Bro. G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Bro. Edward
Walsh, minister of youth.
The Youth Chorale will have
special music at the evening
service.
Taking the offering on Sunday
will be Jack Wagar, Bill Settle,
James Baker, Paul Mansifled,
Frank Gonzales, Durwood
Beatty, and Charles Holland.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Darnell, Dr. and
Mrs. Howard Newell, Mrs. Glen
Hodges, Mrs. Carney Andrus,
Mrs. Carroll Harrison, Mrs.
Calvin Morris, Miss Mary
Morris, Mrs. Charles McDaniel,
Mrs. Karl Hu.ssung, and Mrs.
Steve Andrus.
Funeral services for Ebe
Lyons of 212 lrvan Street,
Murray, will be held Sunday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. John Dale officiating and
the singers from the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ, led
by Jerry Bolls, having the song
service.
Nephews will serve as active
pallbearers. Former employees
of the Murray Wholesale
Grocery Company and em-
ployees of the Murray Cash and
Carry will sit in an honorary
group. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Lyons, age 69, died
Thursday at 1:10 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His wife, Lucille
Walker Lyons, died October 31,
1966, and one son, Earl L. Lyons
died May 31, 1975.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Donald Edwards and Mrs.
Butch Dodd, Murray, two sons,
L. W. (Dub) Lyons, Dexter
Route One, and Jimmy Lyons,
Dixon, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Leland* Elkins; two brothers,






Mrs. Inez Jones Phelps, 78,
296 Housman St., Mayfield, died
Thursday at the home of her
sister, Mrs. Leola Ashlock of 126
S. 15th St., Mayfield.
Services are scheduled today
at two p.m. at Roberts Funeral
Chapel, Mayfield, with burial to
follow in Maplewood Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Phelps, the widow of
James M. Phelps, is survived
by two sons, Lynn Phelps of
Mayfield Rt. 5, and Jewell
Phelps of Mayfield; a daughter,
Mrs. Pauline Spears of
Calloway County; two cisters,
Mrs. Ashlock of Mayfield and
Mrs. Verdie Draper of Milburn;
10 grandchildren and five
greatgrandchildren.
Pallbearers will be David
Spears, Danny Spears, Jimmy
Phelps, Dan Phelps, Marty
Mills and Jackie Felts.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Gable Cites Difference In
Attitudes Between Candidates
PADUCAH, Ky. tAP) — Re-
publican Robert Gable says one
of the major differences be-
tween him and Gov. Julian Car-
roll, whom he seeks to unseat
Tuesday, is "our attitude to-
ward money."
Gable visited seven cities in a
campaign trip Friday that took
him into traditionally Demo-
cratic Western Kentucky.
He said that under the Demo-
cratic governor, taxpayers'
money is being spent with one
goal in mind, to perpetuate the
present administration regard-
less of the cost."
Gable said income for the
state general fund in the next
biennium would be $660 million
more than for the current bien-
nium if the tax structure is un-
changed.
"I propose to take about a
sixth of the increase of about 38
per cent and give it back to the
taxpayer," the GOP nominee
No Candidates For
Manchester Council
MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
There are six council seats to
be filled in next Tuesday's elec-
ion at Manchester, but voters
are going to find the job diffi-
cult. There are no candidates.
All he prospective cancii-
_dal:0i, including the in-
cumbents, forgot to file.
"It snuck up on us," said
Councilman William A. Hen-
sley. "I told some of the boys it
was time to run again," but he
said by the time they got
around to filing, it was too late.
Obviously btunfuzzled and
faced with the prospect of run-
ning he city all by himself,
Mayor Jack L. White asked the
state attorney general what to
do?
Asstant Deputy Atty. Gen.
Walter C. Herciman had the an-
swer. He [old White to promote
write-in votes.
The six names who are writ-
en-in the most will get the
jobs, Herdman said, so -long as
he public is adequately in-
formed of the rrces at stake
and ;he offices are listed on the
ballots.
The mayor now fears "an op-
position group" that may be
ready to take advantage of the
situation. He said many people
may write in the names of
friends and relatives.
He said, however, people
should be fore-warned that the
jobs don't pay much and carry
plenty of headaches with them.
said. "My opponent adamantly
refuses to talk about tax reduc-
tion.
"That, right there, discloses
the basic difference in our atti-
tudes toward government and
what is the proper function of
government's attitude toward
people's money," he said.
Gable held an airport news
conference at Paducah's Bark-
ley Field, only five miles from
Carroll's home in the heart of
the eight-county Jackson Pur-
chase region.
He said he thought it would
be "delightful" for the Pur-
chase region "to have a gover-
nor if it could find one, but it
hasn't found one yet.
•'What I am implying is that
the Purchase doesn't have a
governor now," Gable said. "I
think you are get* p lot of




"Symbols of Freedom" will
be the subject of the sermon by
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church at the 8:45
and 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday, November 2. His
scripture will be from
Revelation 3:1-14,
Dr. Joe Prince will sing a
solo, "Thou Wilt Keep Him In
Perfect Peace," at both ser-
vices.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organist,
will sing the anthem, "The Lord
Is My Strength" at the 10:45
service.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Senior High United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at the church at six
p.m. to go to Benton for a
skating session.
At six p.m. Sunday the Junior
High UMYF will meet at the
church at six p.m. followed by
supper at seven p.m.
 The United Methodist Women
will have a pledge services at
the church on Tuesday at •en
a.m.
The Kentucky Mountain
Mission Truck will be at the
church on Wednesday,
November 19. Persons may
bring clothing to the church
after November 2 for the
mission truck.
Carroll Winding Up Election
Campaign Through W. Kentucky
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. Julian Carroll is wind-
ing up his election campaign
with a two-day swing through
Western Kentucky.
The sweep through the heav,.-
ly Democratic 1st and 2nd con-
gressional districts is aimed at
"firing up the campaign work-
ers," Carroll said.
"We need a good margin in
these two districts to win like
we should statewide," the
Democratic incumbent said in
a stop at Henderson, one of
Janice-Witkinson
My name is last sit the ballot bid,
the best for the City of Hazel will be
the first in my mind if I am elected to the
Hazel City Council.
JANICE WILKINSON




Naval Oranges & Grapefruit
. .. from Florida
$65° for 4/5 Bushel
Place your orders, by November 15, at the Farm
Bureau office.




nine cities he visted Friday.
Carroll began the helicopter
tour with an 8 a.m, visit to
Owensboro.
He ended the day with
speeches to groups of about 250
at Central City and 500 at
Madisonville and was joined in
those cities by U.& Sen. Wen-
dell Ford.
Other stops were at Mor-
ganfield, Dixon, Calhoun and
Marion.
Carroll criticized his oppo-
nent, Republican Robert Gable,
as "a fellow who came to Ken-
tucky a few years ago to man-
age his family's fortune.
"He was educated at Har-
vard, where they don't even
have a school of farming," Car-
roll said. "He's run for office
three times and he's never
been elected. And he's not go-
ing to be elected this time."
Carroll urged his listeners to
help get out the vote, and
stressed promises to upgrade
education, especially vocational
training, and to do more fo the
elderly.
He urged voters to support a
proposed amendment to the
Kentucky Constitution that
would extend the homestead ex-
emption on property taxes for
people over 65 to include multi-
family dwellings.
And he said schools must be
improved because Kentucky
"has the highest dropout rate
in the nation."
The dropout rate, he said, is
related to the fact that about
one third of the crimes in Ken-
tucky last year were committed
,by juveniles.
"Those who need to go to col-
lege, we want them to," Carroll
told the Henderson group. "But
the others should go to the
community collges and voca-
tional schools so that they can
learn jobs — something useful.
"Our young people don't want
to be on the welfare rolls," he
said. "They don't want to draw
unemployment. And we can en-
sure they don't by putting more
of our resources in elementary
and secondary education."
Dr. David C. Roos
Gives Topic
Dr. David C. Roos will speak
on the subject, ''Holy
Materialism" at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, November
2, at the First Christian Church,
Dr. Joe Cartwright will be
worship leader.
The Chancel Choir, (lire( ted
by Margaret Porter with r,ary
Galloway as organist, will
the anthem, -Come Ye
Disconsolate," with Mick Smith
having a solo part
Jan Bement will tic candle
lighter with Mr. and Mrs It D.




Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and -
Sundry Needs
—Open 12:00 A.M. Til 6 P.M.—
The Jackson Purchase is in
the 1st Congressional District,
and Gable predicted he would
lose the district in Tuesday's
election — but --by a fairly
modest amount."
Gable also touched upon edu-
cation, contending Carroll could
have given schools much-
needed funding which "he pre-
viously denied them, both as a
legislator and as lieutenant
governor.
• 'Something is drastically
wrong when the state rises to
37th in the nation in education
with a $2.5 billion budget and
falls to 49th, as it is now, with
a $4.8 billion budget," he said.
•'Taxes should be down but
are up; education should be up
but is down, and those who
should be out are in," he said.
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
John Dale speak at both the 9:40
a.m. and six p.m. services on
Sunday, November 2. Jerry
Bolls will direct the song ser-
vice and Ed Thomas will make
the announcements.
"Grasshopperk in, the
Church" will%e tffe morning
sermon topic with Steve Hern-
don to read the scripture from
Numbers 13:30-33. Prayers will
be led by Aubrey Hatcher and
Leon Adams.
The evening sermon topic will
be "If Ye Forgive" with the
scripture from Matthew 6:14-15
to be read by Glen Gibbs and
Wilson Hughes ande William
Gargus to lead in prayers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jim Wilson and
Wayne Wilson. Serving the





James Herndon, and Ken
Humphreys.
Ed Thomas, Joe Thornton,
Max Walker, and Jack Ward
will serve on the Extension
Department this week.
Nursery assistants for
November are Lou McDougal,
Helen King, Gladys Swann,
Ruby Herndon, Frances
Thurmond, Cindy Herndon, Sue
Adams, Jane Potts, Susan
Sammons, and Judy Turner.
Steve Simmons and James
Herndon will serve as bus
drivers for November with
Gary Potts and Richard Duke
as assistants.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam, 304.2, down 2.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9,
down 0.1.
Below dam, 316.8, down 0.3.
Sunset 5:01, sunrise 6:20.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a.m. and the Elders ane
Deacons will meet at three
p.m., both on Sunday.
Bro. Miller Will
Be Gospel Speaker
Bro. James P. Millar, for-
merly of Hazel, will be the
speaker at the gospel meeting to
be held at the West Murray
Church of Christ, Doran Road,
Murray, starting Monday,
November 3, and continuing
through Sunday, November 9.
Services will be held nighUy
throughout the week at 7:30 and
on Sunday at 10:50 a.m. and six
p.m.
Bobby Witherington is the
regular minister of the church
with Lonnie Duke and James
Thompson as elders of the
church.
Sunday morning Bible study
is at ten a.m. and Wednesda)
Bible study is at 7:30 p.m.
Jackson To Be Guest Of Honor At Reception
Harry L. Jackson of Cleveland, Ohio, the
donor of a collection of 92 prints valued at
more thao. $16,000 to the permanent art
collection at Murray State University, is
be the guest of honor at a reception ontlie
campus Tuesday evening, Nov. 4.
Open to the public, the reception is
scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery on the fburth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center where the
formal acceptance exhibition for the entire
Harry L. Jackson Print Collection is now
being held.
Opened on Oct. 24, the show will be
closed at 6 p.m. its final day Nov. 5 for a
private dinner in Jackson's honor given by
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray State
president, and Mrs. Curris.
Jackson, a Bowling Green native and
former oil company executive, is a former
Tiffany Foundation Scholar and art
director of Vogue Magazine: He was
trained as an art critic in both the United
States and abroad.
Before moving to Cleveland with the
Veterans Administration in 1947, Jackson
served four years as director of special
services at the Outwood VA facility near
Dawson Springs. He was the state
supervisor of arts and crafts for the Works
Projects Administration WPA) in ,Ken-
tucky from 1939 to 1941.
He served 20 years as director of public
relations for the Lubrizol Corporation and
seven years as president of the Lubrizol
Foundation before his retirement in 1972.
The collection consists of a variety of
types of prints, most of them by American
artists, including etchings, engravings,
lithographs, wood cuts, intaglios,
watercolors, aquatints, silkscreens, and
drawings.
According to Richard Jackson, gallery
director at Murray State, a total of 25 of
the prints were commissioned by the
Cleveland Print Club.
Among the artists represented in the
collection are Jim Dine, Peter Talcal,
Charles Burchfield, Paulo Boni, Regina'
Marsh, Rockwell Kent, Grant Wood, John •
Sloan, Lucan Van Leyden, Johnny
Friedlaender, and Andy Warhol.
PRESENTS CHECK—Norman Klapp, left, president of the Murray Shrine Club,
presents William Moffett, potentate of the Rizpah Temple, a check in the
amount of $5,000, to be used in the Shrine's $100 Million Club which supports
the crippled children and burn institutes. At right is Mike Baker, chairman of this
years Shrine Golf Tournament, the club's fund raising project.





Recent legislation permits Uncle
Sam to deposit your social security
check directly with us.
Merely fill out an authorization form,
available at the bank. From that
point dn-, you can stop worrying
about lost or stolen checks. You'll
save time, too. And you'll have the
immediate use of your funds.
DIRECT DEPOSImir OF
SOCIAL SECURITY CHECKS
An idea whose time has come.
PEOPLES/B4N_K
MURRAY KY.
Member FDIC
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